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APRIL INVOICE OF TOWN OF SWANZEY FOR YEAR 1921
Improved and unimproved land and buildings, $1,412,545 00
362 horses, 34.020 00
1 mule, 25 00
435 cows, 29.460 00
2 oxen. 200 00
109 neat stock, 5.185 00
29 sheep. 240 00
23 hogs, 414 00
2.586 fowls, 3,720 00
Value of vehicles, 1,890 00
13 portable mills, 1,390 00
41 boats and launches, 600 00
"Wood and lumber, 5.404 00
Municipal bonds and notes, 12.880 00
Stock in National banks in this state. 3.136 00
Money on hand, at interest or on deposit, 10,946 00
Stock in trade. 82.640 00
Mills and machinery. 119,400 00
Total valuation. $1,724,095 00
Rate of taxation $2,48.
Polls, number 33 at $3, $99 00
Polls, number 962 at $5, 4.810 00
Total, $4,909 00
Amount exempted to soldiers, $2,000 00
Amount of property taxes committed to collector, $41,819 52
RESIDENT INVOICE OF REAL ESTATE, 1920
Name and Description | Valu- 1 Total
atioin I Tax,



















Adams, Mrs Emma S









2a land and build-
ings
Allen, Leon
l%a land and build-
ings 1600
Money on hand 90
Allen, Mrs Abbie D











Anstey, Mrs Minnie W





Applin, Mrs Mary A
Applin, Mrs Ruth
Applin, Mrs Lucy Ann
Applin, Charles A Est



























Cottage 800 280'0 69.44
Applin W M & Alexander
land and buildings 1600 39.68
Atkinson, Frank P Est
130a land and build-
ings 6600
7a Sprout land 130
70a Ballou lot 600' 7330 181.78
atwood, Mrs Ida L 5.00
A.twood, Herbert C




Money on hand 200 1725 47.78
Mwood, Mrs H C, Jr 3.00
Avery, Charles E 5.00
Avery, Mrs Abbie 5.00
Ballou, Una B
20a land and build-
ings 425
V2 of 80a pasture 400 825 25.46
Ballou, George O





2 cows * 90 3740 97.75
Ballou, Mrs George O -
100a Sprout lot 650 21.12
Ballou, Edgar F
li/ia land and build-
ings 1800
1 cow 75 1875 51.50
Ballou, Mrs Christy 5.00
Ballou, Herman W 3.00
Ballou, Frank J






1 neat stock 60 2575 68.86
Ballou, George L
50a Sprout land 425 15.54
Ballou, Frank E
50a land and build-
6
M , „ . . ! Valu- ! TotalName and Description
i ation 1 Tax '
xt * tv • 4.- 1 Valu- 1 TotalName and Description . at jon i i<ax
ings 1800 9 cows 540 565 19.01
20a land and build- Barlow, Mrs Nellie
ings 800 7-8a land and 'build-
1 cow 75 2675 66.34 ings 1400
Ballon, James M 1 cow 50
16a Sprout land 315 I neat stock 60 1510 42.45
4 horses 550 Barlow, Isaac J 5.00
1 cow 60 Barlow, Fred 5.00
1 hog 12 Barlow, Mrs Julia 5.00
Wood and lumber 400 1337 38.16 Bacon. Mrs Rose
Ballou, L E & W F la land and buildings 800 24.89
30a Pine lot 2175 53.94 Beiding, Levi L
Ballou, Joseph W 123a land and build-
70a land and buildings ings 5500
and pine 4400 109.12 15a meadow 500
Ballou, Leon E 31a Stone meadow 900
13a sprout land 160 ' 20a Messier 700
1 horse 25 4 horses 730
4 cows 160 21 cows 1785
11 neat stock 570 915 27.69 2 neat stock 140
Ballou, John F 1 portable mill 125
125a land and build- Yv7ood and lumber 134 10514 265.70
ings 2800 Bishop, William W 5.00
2 horses 275 Bishop, Mrs Lydia
4 cows 240 3a land and build-
3 neat stock 120 ings 2000 54.60
1 portable mill 150 3835 100.11 Bedaw, Mrs Malvina 5.00
Ballou, Mrs Bertha 5.00' Bedaw, Fred L 5.00
Ballou. Mrs Clara N 5.00' Bedaw, George
Ballou, Mrs Margarett 5.00 24 a land and build-
Ballou, Mrs Nellie E 5.00 ings 1500
Banks, Henry W 1 cow 70 1570' 38.94
114a land and build- Bemis, Mrs Ethel 5.00
ings 4000 Bemis, Edwin E
1 horse 40 2a sprout land 60
1 cow 65 4105 106.80 12a land and build-
Banks. Mrs Mary 5.00 ings 1500
Barden, Charles 1 cow 50 1610 44.93
100a land and build- Bennett. Mrs Attee
ings 2400 2!/2a land and build-
2 horses 85 ings 1700 47.16
5 cows 325 Blair, James W
4 neat stock 180 2990 79.15 14a land and build-
Barden, Mrs Nellie M 5.00 ings 1400
Bartlett, Mrs Florence 5.00 1 horse 50
Bartlett, Marshall 5.00 1 cow 90 1540 43.19
Bartlett. Raymond Blake, Harold E 3.00
Land and buildings 1650 45.92 Blake, Johanna F 5.00
Barton, Harold Blake, Delbert R
1 horse 100 12a Eames pasture 370 14.18
3 cows 225 325 24.89 Blake, Ralph A
Barton, W E 81a land and build-
1 horse 25 ings 1700
1 1







1 xt a ™ • « 1 Valu- 1 TotalName and Description ation Tax
1 horse 50 1 Bourne, Edgar E
1
3 cows 150 45a land and build-
7 neat stock 280 2180 57.06 ings 2500
B]ack, Mrs Laura 7a meadow 100
Land and buildings 800 2'4.84 3 horses 400
Blackmore, Mrs Myra 5.00 1 cow 70
Blackmore, Perley 5.00 1 portable 175 3245 85.48
Bliss, Andrew E Bowen, Mrs Mary 5.00
Land and buildings 700 22.36 Bowen, Benjamin P
Blcom, Oscar, la land and build-
22a land 225 ings 1300
33a sprout 225 l-3a Leonard land 75
3a house lot 200 650 21.12 1 cow 75 3596 40.96
Bloom, Mrs Alice 5.00 Bouvier, Charles A
Blondette, Alexander 5.00 %a land and build-
Blondette, Evelyn 5.00 ings 1200 34.76
Bogue, Leland Bouvier, Raymond T 5.00
50a land and (build- Bouvier, Mrs Emma
ings 1700 Lot 62, 86 P G P 100 2.48
1 horse 50 Bount, Mrs Bertha 5.00
1 cow 85 1835 50.51 Bount, D J
Bogue, Mrs Mary 5.00 35a land and build-
Bolles, Herman H 5.00 ings Capron land 2200
Bolles, Henry R 1 horse 75
35a land and build- 1 cow 40 2315 62.41
ings 800 Brown, Fred R
3 horses 150 350a land and build-
2 cows 100 ings 3800
4 sheep 40 1090 32.03 45a pasture 350
Bolles, John H 1 horse 50
20a land and build- 1 mule 25
ings 1800 1 cow 35
2 horses 250! Money on hand 440 4700 121.56
2 cows 100 Brown, Gladys 5.00
1 neat stock 35 2185 59.19 Brown, Henry W
Bolles, Ozro F. Thompson cottage
V2& land and build- at lake 4500
ings 1800 49.64 Redmond cottage 300
Bolles Bros Taft place 600
l-3a land and build- WHiitcomb house 2000
ings 500 Peabody house 3800
50a pasture 975 4 horses 825
1130a land and build- Pony 50
ings 5400 1 cow 75
20a pine 3500 Value wood and
49a pasture and lumber 1200'
pine 3700' 14075 349 . 06 Value stock in
Bolles, Mrs Hattie N 5.00 trade 30000
Bourne, Oscar E Value of Machin-
15a land and build- ery 25000 (58350 1,700.08
ings at lake 6000] Bronson, Tom G 5.00
150a farm 32001 Bryant, Percy 5.00
)j 9300[235.64 Bryant, Winnifred 5.00

















Carter, H E & N C
40a Gage lot 370
20a Capron lot 500
110a Pine 4725
Carter, Herbert E L & B
Carter, Norris C Est





10a Hammond lot 110
Farm 2500
6a Sprout 275





















1 neat stock 50
6 hogs 150
Capron, Mrs Ida

























































55a Wilson Pasture 1550
70a Sprout 790
Carlton, Mrs Lucretia
70a land and build-
ings 1800
House at E Swanzey 900
Carlton, Mrs Sadie D
Carlton, Mark H
Bungalow 500
24a Wilcox lot 300
Lot 89 P G P 50
Hen house 200
Garage 50









Value of wood 3000
Cass, Lewis R







Money on hand 150
Cass, Carlon
Cass, Mrs Annie D
Cass, Olive
Cass, Moses










































Name and Description Vain- !
Total








Money on hand 50
Chichester, Mrs Hattie B
Clarcey, Edward
1 horse
Clancey, Mrs Edna L
Cleverly, Walter L










19a land and build-
ings 2100
40 fowl 25
Money on hand 100


















2V2 a land and build-
ings 1800































^a land and build-
ings
'ole, Mrs Ida N




















































100a land and build-
ings 1500




1 ^eat stock 40
Crouch, G L & C A








































[Name and Description ation Tax
Cusson, John B
2 cows 90 7.23
Cusson, Cora 5.00
Currier, E R




50 fowls 100 1465 41.33
Carrier, Mrs. Lena M 5.00
Crossfield, Lawrence E 5.00
Crossfield, Mrs Ethel C 5.00
Cummings, W L
5a land and build-
ings 300 12.44
Cummings, Mrs Edith L
Pine Knot Cottage 800 24.84
Cummings, D S
4a land and build-
ings 22001 59.56,
Cummings, Charles F
Land and buildings 400 9.92
Cummings, Mrs Hattie 100 7.48
Cummings, TVTrs Erma J 5.00
Cunningham, Maurice 5.00
Cunningham, Mrs Eva 5.O0
Cutting, C A 5.00
Cutting, Mrs Virginia N 5.00
Day, Mrs Minnie 5.00
Day, Walter. E
90a land and build-
ings 3000
4a Stone meadow 50
35a Perry lot 315
24a Lane Sprout 185
4a Stone pasture 55
39a Fowler lot 420
4a meadow 200
36a land and build-
ings Stone place 2900
40a Oakman farm 2000
2 horses 150
4 cows 240
6 neat stock 210
10 Sheep 70 9795 247.96
Davis, Ralph W
No. 1 horse 140
1 cow 55 195 9.84
Davis, Mrs Gladys 5.00
Davis, Cadman E
Land and buildings 2100
2 horses 200
Stock in trade 400 2700 71.96

































6a Snow lot 30
Land North of Hanna
store 100]
7V2 a Evans land 525]
70a Olcott lot 23001
15a Prima & Dicken-
son 125
%a land at lake 125






10a land and build-
ings 2400
325 fowls 600




Land and buildings 850
Dodge. Frank O

































y8 'building lot 50 6.24
Domina, Mrs Christie 5.0C
Dodge, Edward J 3.00
Downing, Esther N 5.00
Downing, Fayette F





5a meadow 100 8560 217.29
Drohan, Mrs Rachell 5.00
Drohan, Martin J 5 . 001
Dudley, Arthur
Land and buildings 1700 1700 47.16





Land and buildings 900 27.32
Dunn, Charles E
Kenny place 400
S5a land and build-
ings 2200
2 horses 75
3 cows 225 3350 88.08
Dunn, Mrs May E 5. '00
Dunham, Perry




3 neat stock 90 2460 66.01
Dunham, Mrs Mary G 5.00
Dunham, Harry
l-5a land and build-
ings 700 700 20.36
Dunham, Emilie 5.O0!
Dunham, Ernest C
13a land and build-
ings 1050 29.04
Dunham, Elmer P 5.00
Dunham, Milford M 5.00
Dunham, John F W 5.00
Dunham, Mrs Ellen J 5.00
Dupee, Stephen 5.00
Dupee, Mrs Stephen 5.00
Durland, W O
V2B, land and build-
ings . 650 650 19.12
Duvarney, Peter « 5.00
Eames, Clarence J
Name and Description Valu- 1 Total'ation Tax
^a land and build-
ings 1600
Money on hand 125




2%a land and build-
ings 2100
5a Sprout land 150
Eastman, Fleda A
Eastman, William H
32a Verry wood lot 220
Eastman, Mrs Emma E
East Swanzey Wooden
Ware Co
Mill and barn 3000
2 houses, store house
and barn 3800
Eaton, Mrs Emma J
28a land and build-





13a land and build-
ings 1000
1 cow 65






Ellery, Mrs Ellen M
Emery, Bert L
l%a land and build-
ings 2200
la, 3 houses 2000
1 horse 60'
1 pony 50








8a Sprout land 100



































. „ . . . | Valu- 1 Total .Name and Description |' ation j Tax | Name and Description a tion
Total
Tax
Emerson, Vina Mrs 5.00; Fisher, Mrs Frances 5.00
Emerson, Fred C. Fisher, Ira C
1 horse 100 7.48 127a land and build-
Emerson, Harry ings 2000 •
55a Cross place 800 3 horses 125
4a Collier 3 cows 195 2320 62.54
Land and buildings 900 Fisher, Moran 5.00
1 horse 50 Fitzgerald, Katharine 5.00
2 cows 100 Fitzgerald, Dora B 5.00
2 neat stock 80 Fitzgerald, Mary A 5.00
1 portable 100 2030 55.34 Fitzgerald, T J
Emerson, Mrs Alice 5.00 60a land and build-
Evans, William J ings 2200
5a land and build- 2 horses 125
ings 1600 44.68 5 cows 250
Evans, Mrs Kathrine 5.00 1 neat stock 60 2635 65.35
Faulkner, Almon G Forsythe, John W
2a Sprout land 80 lM>a land and build-
2 horses 125 ings 700
1 cow 60 265 11.57 1 horse 50 750 23.60
Faulkner, Mrs Arvilla Forsythe, Mrs Emma L 5.00
20a French lot 310 Forsythe, Fred F 5.00
3a Bridge lot 110 Forsythe, Mrs Sybelle
13a Field lot 220 22a land and build-
8a Stowell lot 310 ings 1800
10a meadow 210 1515 42.57 3 horses 190
Faulkner, Mrs Elizabeth 3 cows 160
Est - Money on hand 100 2250 60.80
70a land and build- Fournier, Arthur 5.00
ings 2700 66.96,Fournier, Mrs Alice A 5.00
Faulkner, Olive 5.00 Furbush, Charles H
Faulkner, Beatrice 5.00 200a land and build-
Faulkner, Frank S. ings and pine 27000
35a Foster lot 500 23a Bemis land 200 27200 674.56
2a Globe lot 50 Foss, Alfred E
15a Rixford lot 135 1 horse 50 6.24
Stock and bonds 300 Foss, Mrs Agnes 5.00
Money on hand 50 1035 30.67 Foster, GeorgeA
Faulkner, Gertrude A 4a land and build-
19a mountain land 160 160 8.97 ings 1875
Faulkner, A G, F S & A J 3700 91.76 8a meadow 100 2135 57.95
Faulkner, A G & A J Foster, Mrs Lula G 5.00
15a cemetery and Foster', Flora M Est
sprout 135 Land and buildings 1500 37.20
35 Chamberlain lot 365 500 12.40 Foster, Marion E 5.00
Fassett, Warren H Flagg, Harrison
50a 1-3 of Fasset 1 horse 100 7.48
place 600 Freeman, Henry
Small house 600 1 horse 75 6.86
1 horse 60 1260 36 . 25 Freeman, Margaret N 5.00
Fassett, Anna H 5.00 Frink, Mrs Charles
Fisher, Mrs Hanna Land and buildings 1300 37.24
1 horse 150 8.72 Frink, Richard S 5.00
la




I Valu- 1 TotalName and Description
i ation I Tax
Gamash, William
Gamash, Adeline
2a land and buildings
Gay, Phineas,
70a land and build-
ings 2400












40a land and build-
ings 1500
2 cows 100
1 neat stock 50 16
Goodell, Mrs Flora





3 neat stock 150
Goodell, Mrs Winnifred N
Goodell, Mary A
Goodell, Wyman
3a land and build-
ings 650
Goodell, Mrs Mary R
Goodell, Clifford






3 neat stock 120
3 hogs 60|' 2525!
Goodale, Argustus R
2a land and build-
ings 200j
Goodell, Mrs Jennie
30a land and build-
ings 1700
2 horses 60




































iGreen Mineral Paste Co




Stock in trade 1500
Greenleaf, Edith B
reenleaf, Mrs Grace












Land and buildings 400
1 horse 75









2%a land and buildings
Grogan, Kate
Grogan, Daniel
la land and build-
ings 1600
















































Name and Description |
Valu- 1 Total
ation J Tax) Name and Description










i/ia land and buildings
Chamberlain house 350
Stock in trade 300














71a land and build-
ings 1700
4 x/2a meadow 50
8a WilHs meadow 100
20a Whitcomb Sprout 80







Wood and lumber 100
Hale, Mrs Ida
Hale, Milford
Hale, Mrs Carrie E
Hale, Edwin
75a land and build-
ings 1800
16a Sprout lot 80






























































V^a, land and build-
ings 2200
%& Bldg. lot 200|
12a Marcey pasture 630
50a Moore lot 800
5a Bennett lot 245
5a in dist. No. 2 245
Stocks and bonds 4080
Handy, Frank E




1 neat stock 50
142 fowl 255
Handy, Edgar W










la land and build-
ings 480
la land and school
house 400
Handy, Geo. Lyman






































Stock in trade 800
Hanna, Mrs Joseph H
Land and buildings
Hanna, E J
Money on hand 200
Stock in trade 1000
Hanna, Mrs Grace R
Harris, Edward J





Harris, Mrs Ellen S































1 neat stock 40






































1 neat stock 50
160 fowl 270
Wood and lumber 240
Hewes, Mrs Emily
Hewes, Phoebe Est
30a land and build-
ings 2800
30a part of Goodell
farm 1500
Land in No. 8 25
Hewes, Lorenzo
Stock in trade
Hewes, Mrs Mary E
Heath, Ralph







125a land and buildings
(Perham place) 3000
72a land and buildnigs
Pierson place) 1750



















Hewitt, Mrs Grace S
Hill, Marshall H
17a land and build-
ings
Aldrich pasture

































, _ . . . | Vain- 1 TotalName and Description




1 horse 60 ings 4500
5 cows 365 5a Ballon place 1050
150 fowl 210 • 2585 69.11 Lot at lake 100
Hill, John H 1 horse 75
2V2 a meadow 25 1 cow 75 5800 143.84
1 cow 70 95 7.36 Holbrook, Mrs Jennie
Hill. Mrs Eva 5.00 Land and build-
Hill, Grace M ings 1700
la land buildings 1000 29.80 17a Sprout 250 1950 53.36
Hills, Mrs Laura J Holbrook, Arthur 5.00
80a land and build- Holbrook, E B Est
ings 1800 %a land and buildings 1700 42.16
5a meadow 100 1900 52.12 Holbrook, Mrs Anna 5.00
Hills, Hiram C M 5.00 Holbrook, Herbert
Hills. Calvin E Land and build-
90a land and build- ings 17
ings 3000 1 cow 75 1775 49.02
5a meadow 100
.
Holbrook, Mrs Herbert 5.00
3a meadow 75 Holbrook, Wayne
2 horses 200 %a Read farm 10
4 cows 250 12a Sprout (Davis
1 neat stock 50" lot) 140
50 fowl 40 1 horse 40 190 9.71
Money on hand 50 3765 93.37 Holbrook, Charles F 5.00
Hildreth, Wm. E 5.00 Holbrook, Mrs Abida
Hildreth, Mrs Blanche 5.00 80a land and build-
Hildreth, Winifred L 5.00 ings 1800
Higgins, William 12a Gage lot 130
%a land and build- 12a Hammond lot 330
ings 700 i 46a French lot 420
1 horse 35 1 horse 40
8 hogs 95 830 25.58 2 cows 120
Higgins, George 5.00 1 sheep 10 2850 70.68
Hines, Calvin W 5.00 Holbrook, Lee
Hines, Winifred 4a land 250
Land and build- 1 horse 150 400 14.92
ings 1900 Holbrook, Geo. E
3 horses 200 90a land and build-
4 cows 160 2260 61.05 ings 1600
Hines, Mrs Julia E 5.00 40a Bullard lot 355
Hines, Mrs Louisa 5.00 16a Collier lot 135
Holbrook, Louis 5.00 80a Stratton lot 415
Holbrook, Mrs Louise 5.00 1 horse 75
Holbrook, Mildred 5.00 1 cow 60 2640 70.47
Holbrook, Frank F Est Holbrook, Mrs Mary Est
4a land and build- 58a land and build-
ings 1800 ings 2440
52a Leach land 700 30a Stumpage 1951 2635 65.35
meadow 25 Hopkins. Dr A W
1 horse 125 2650 65.72 Land and build- •
Holbrook, Bertha 5.00 ings 2500
Holbrook, Mrs Julia Snow house 1100
141a land and build- 10a meadow 225
17
, „ . ,
.
|
Valu- 1 TotalName and Description




Money on hand 100








y2 a, garage 25
Money on hand 1200




Hood, Mrs Ella A
Hutchins, Mrs Flora
Hudson, James F
















































































189.88 1 portable mill 100'
5.00 Stock in trade 130] 3010
Jefts, W S
6.20 la land and build-
5.00 ings 1500
1 horse 75
Stock in trade 600
Jewell, Peter
Land and cottage 100
1 horse 75
Johnson, Wm.




1 neat stock 45 L980
Johnson, Charles E





5a land and build-
ings 1200
5a Edwards land 400
1 horse 140
1
2 cows 120] 1860 51.13
Johnson, Mrs Amanda 5.00
Johnson, Harry 3 . 00
Jones, Carroll







70a land and build-
ings 1300|
3 horses 250
1 cow 50 1600 44.68
Kempton, Mrs Emma 5.00
Kenney, Ira F 5.00
Kenney, Mrs Mary R 5.00
Kenney, Ira
Land and buildings 1500 42.20
Kenney, Mrs Mary J 5.00
Kenney, George F
1 lot and house 300
18















6a land and buildings
Kingman, Homer














2a land and buildings
Knights, Mrs May F
Lambert, Joseph T







49a Wright lot 445
30a Sprout 140
Lane, Zora
Lane, Mrs Chester L
Lane, Oliver M
Lane, Mrs Cora W
Lane, C L & R L







190a land and buildings
and Ware lot 9450
20a Shoddy lot 1050
4a Rice lot 235
103a Oliver lot 1250
5a S & N Stone lot 195
100a Bullard Sprout
lot 630





























4a E F Lane lot 1050
6 houses (E S) 5500
45a Frank Read lot 465
H Taylor lot 245
100a Holbrook lot 880
38a Goodnow & Taft
lot " 400
74a Williams lot 500
17a Ramsdell lot- 100
16a Hale and Lane
lot 395
Shed and storehouse 250
29a Bidwell lot 2000
14a Plain lot 225




50a Troy Hill lot
60a Murphy lot
20a L A Fuller lot
90a Hubert Lane lot 200
40a M C Stone lot 100
20a S S Lane lot 350
76a Fuller lot 300
12a G E & A J Fuller
Land and buildings 1200
90a Fuller property 525
60a Aldrich lot 605
20a L Stone lot 135
20a V2 Ramsdell lot 2250
10a Banks lot 605
31a Streeter meadow
and shed 875
125a Bald Hill lot 340
38a Willis lot 235
365a B Read lot 3675
160a Chancey Stone
lot 705
70a Read & Hale lot 705
32a L Stone & B Read
lot 185
38a Lane lot 160
45a Hale & Fletcher
lot 365
56a Shoddy lot 525
17a Graves lot 185
30a Parson lot 185
20a Eames lot 1575
24a W Whitcomb
meadow 170'
13 horses , - 1340
4 cows 280
19
at ^ t^ • 4.- I Valu- 1 TotalName and Description
i ation I Tax
61660
2 neat stock 130
7 vehicles 600




















2y2 a, near cemetery 300










Lafford, Mrs Mabel N
Lawrence, Horace B











2a land and build-
ings 1200
12a meadow 350'































Name and Description | Valu- 1 Totalation 1 Tax
1 neat stock 50










^a land and barn
Leslie, Charles




Lewis, Mrs Sarah W
Lewis, Herman





%a land and buildings
Lincoln, Mrs Rosie L
Lincoln, Frank L





Long, Mrs Florence E
Langon, Andrew F













































































Marsh, Mrs Alice G
Marsh, Leon
Marsh, Amass









Martin, Mrs Nellie M







Mason, Mrs Jennie L
Mathews, Mrs Alice
McFarland, Mrs Melvina
Guardian for Anita Kil-
patrick
1-6 int. in Thompson
place
McFarland, Mrs Melvina




McCormick, Mrs Daniel R
Mclntyre, Wm
4^a meadow 300































































Mitchell, Mrs Mary A
Morrison, Maude H




















3a land and buildings
Murray, Leon
Murray, Fred
3a land and buildings
Murray, Lewis
Murdough, Wm H














































































Page Land 100 1500
Nash, Mrs Cora D
Nash, William E
Land and buildings 1400









4a Stone meadow 50 S 2450
Naylon, Miss Anna B







%a John Rice place 700'
3a Blanchard 400
3a Armstrong 400
3a Burke place and
shedd 1000
70a Truesdell place 1325
12a Ramsd ell lot 2250
3a land at Swanzey
lake 800
Badge lot 100




40a S'tarkey pasture 400
27%a Talbot lot 300
37a Munsell lot 700
40a Cbas. Marsh
lot 1300
15a Ballou lot 300

















Stock in trade 3000
Mills and machin-
ery 3500
Nelson, Mrs Emma L
Newell, L A
Newell, Mrs Millie I
Newell, James G
y2 Si land and buildings
Newell, Mrs Mildred E
Newell, George F

















3a land and buildings
(Jakman, Frank B
2a land and build-
ings 2500
11a Wood lot 300
9a meadow and ice
house 550
Stock in trade 300
Oakman, Mrs 'Catharine
Oakman, Walter F
%a land and build-
ings 2100
4a meadow 200
Cottage at lake 900
60a Ball lot 110 1
100a Twitchell lot 1810
1 horse 125
1 cow 65

























































18oa land and buildings
and creamery 7750
60a Hill pasture 1750







9 neat stock 435
1 bog 22
Portable mill 100 12672
Page, Mrs Margaret M
Page, Mrs Frances L
Patnode, Fred













Parker, Mrs Nellie C
Pelkey, Wm
2a land and buildings





1 neat stock 50 181
Peltier, Mrs L A




1 horse 125 725
Peck, Wm C
Perry, Mrs Mary J
165a land and build-
ings 2200
16a land and build-
ings 300 25001 67.00
Perry, Herman






















39a Sprout land 195
2 horses 165
6 cows 480
2 neat stock 140
Perry, A B





12a land and Ibuild-
ings 1600


























10a land and build-
ings 1800
8a Anderson land 135
1 horse 150
2 cows 175
Money on hand 40| 2300
Philips, Mrs Nora A
Pickett, Forest A
Pickett, Alice E
Pierce, Mrs Clara E
|
Pierce, Carroll E
Stock in trade (| 150
Plnmmer, Mrs Lillian |
































Money on 'hand 45
Pluimmer, Mrs Hattie
Plummer, Ralph E
Piummer, Mrs Sadie A
Pl.ummer, John
Plummer, Mrs Freda N
Pollard, Geo. D
12a land and build-
ings 2000
1 horse 100
Pollard, Mrs Minnie E
Porter, Thomas
Porter, Mrs Mary A
Poor, Walter
Poor, Mrs Grace L
Prentiss, Mrs Isabella
100a land and build-
ings 1900
V±a land 10













la land and buildings
Pyne, Ernest














































17a land and build-
ings 2100
5a 'Sargent lot 200
1 cow 90
Mcney on hand 100
Ramsdell, John A
Ramsdell, Mrs Eva
57.08 59a land and budld-
5 . 00 ings 3400
5.00 17a Hill pasture 250
5 . 00 Ramsdell, Richard R
5.00 %a Sprague lot 50





l%a land and buildings
Read, Mrs Dora
Reed, Samuel A
90a land and build-
ings 2950














5a land and 'buildings
Richardson, Fred C
^a land and buildings
Richardson, Mrs F B



























































Valu- 1 TotalName and Description
i ation I Tax
xt , t-* • Z | Valu- 1 TotalName and Description




8a land and build-
ings 1000





2y2 a land and build-
ings 500
1 horse 60
Ripley, Mrs Jennie E
Ridley, Ernest L
Ridley, Edwin E



































Rhodes, Mrs Agnes B










































Russell, G T & H L
56a Capron pasture
Russell, C L Est
95a Stratton lot 1815
2y2 sl Home place 5500
55a Pond lot 500
5a J. C. Field lot 250
6a Slaughter house
lot 600
20a Dickinson lot 415
58a Stratton & Read
lot 1260
Safford, Perley F
30a Sprout land 250
Cottage at Wilson
pond 600
6a Stone meadow 200











Sarsfield, Mrs Kath. T
Sarsfield, Martin J
Sawyer, Charles H - '
Land and build-
ings 700
2a Bridge lot 75






13a land and build-
ings 2900
1 cow 75
Seaver, Mrs Lucy A J
Seaver, Chester N
Seaver, Elmon







































, _ ... I Valu-
|





1 horse 150 !
6 cows 800 950 28.56
Sebastian, Mrs Cfrace 5.00
Sealey, James
46a land and buildings 1050 31.04
Shaw, Ira C
l%a land and buildg-
ings 3000
i/ia mowing 25
8a pasture • 250 3660 95.77
Shaw, Mrs Mabel A 5.00
Sherman, Mason
6a land and build- 700
1 horse 60
2 cows 150 910 27.57
Sherman, Mrs Anna 5.00
Short, Charles A 5.00
Short, Mrs Mabel 5.00
Sidorowicz, Joseph
36a land and build-
ings 2800
2 horses 300
1 cow 80 3180 81.86
Sidorowicz, Mrs Joseph 5.00
Siminoe, Walter
la land and build-
ings 300
1 horse 50 350 13.68
Siminoe, Mrs Alice N 5.00
Siminoe, Mrs Maude 5.00
Sheperdison, Mrs Stella 5.00
Shover, John J
Land and buildings 900 27.32
Shover, Mrs Mary Louise 5.00
Shover, John, Jr 5.00
Shover, Mrs Florence 5.00
Shover, Perley J 5.00
Sleeper, He'ber C 5.00
Sleeper, Mrs Belle













Name and Description | Valu-| Totalation I Tax
20a Sprout 140 2640 70.47
Snow, Mrs Julia 5.00
Snow, Mrs Jennie
Land and building s 1800 49.64
Small, Edgar S
Sleeks and bonds 3500
Money on hand 100 3600 94.28
Small, Mrs Frances E
4a land and buildings 3375 88.70
Smart, Peter
1 horse 60
1 cow 60 120 7.98
"mart, Mrs Eva F 5.00
Minart, Peter, Jr 5.00
Smith, Clifton L
Land and buildings 700 22.36
Smith, Mrs Emma 5.00
mith, Charles L




2 neat stock 110
Money en hand 500 6860 175.13
Smith, Mrs Sarah J 5.00
Smith, Thadeus 5.00
Smith, Mrs Lila 5.00





2 cows 120 970 29.06
Smith, Mrs Myrtle 5.00
Smith, Ernest O Est
la land and build-
ings (exempt) 700
Smith, Elbert
5a land and build-
ings 1500
1 home 25
1 cow 80 1605 44.80
Smith, Mrs Nellie 5.00
Smith, Charles L
1 horse 25 5.62
"ihith, Mrs Christine 5.00
'Smith, George 5.00




40a pasture and sprout 710 17.61
Sparkhawk, Mrs Nellie
26
Name and Description | Valu-i
Total





2 cottages at lake 1600 lot 245
3a Sprout land SO 1680 46.66 16a meadow 150
Sparkhawk, Wm J 16a Ward lot 970
%a land and build- 1 horse 50
ings 2500 1 cow 60
Land and build- N H Nat'l Bank
ings 1400 Stock 200 9715 240.93
5a mowing 325 Stone, Frank W
2 cows 140 4365 113.25 120a land and buildings 5000 129 . 00
Stanton, Daniel A 5.00 Stone, Mrs Edith
Stanton, Edward la land and buildings 800 24.84
1 horse 50 6.24 Storey, Alonzo 5.00
Stanton, Kate Storey, Fred Jr 3.00
4a land and buildings 1100 32.28 Storey, Fred 5.00
Stanton, John 5.00 Storey, Mrs Celia 5.00
Starkey, Daniel A Storey, Alice 5.00
y2 a, land and build- Stoddard, Mrs Etta J 5.00
ings 450 Stoddard, Arthur F 5.00
4^a pasture 100 550 118.61 Strong, J. Sheldon
Starkey, John W 80a land and buildings 3500 91.80
1 horse 60 Streeter, Harry W 5.00
1 cow 50 110 7.73 Streeter, Mrs Cora
Starkey, Mrs. Anna E 5.00 13a land and build-
Starkey, Joseph L ings 1400
210a land and build- 1 cow 60 1460 41.21
ings 4200 Streeter, Frank N 3.00
15a meadow 250 4450 115.36 Stratton, George N
Stevenson, Carlon 5.0C 7a land and build-
Stevenson, Mrs Helen - 5.0C ings 1700
Stevenson. Geo. H 3 horses 240 1940 53.11
Land and buildings 800 Stratton, Mrs Beatrice 5.00
10a land 100 Sumner, Arthur E
3a tillage 50 1 horse 125 8.10
1 house 400 Summer. Sadie B 5.00
12a Sprout 100 ""wan, Eben
1 cow 75 Land and buildings 1500 42.20
X H Xat'l Bank Swan, Mrs Minnie L 5.00
Stock 1536 3061 80.91 Swinson, Henry L
Stevenson, Mrs Lenora 5.00 10a land and build-
Stebbins, Joel C 5.00 ings 2500
Stone, Harry M 5.00 1 horse 60
Stone. Eugene C 5.00 1 cow 60 2620 69.98
Stone, Mrs Georgiana 5.00 Swinsrn, Mrs Amanda 5.00
Stone, Charles N -ymonds, Elmer P 5.00
Land and buildings 800 24.84 Symonds, Mrs Maude A
Stone. M C Est la land and build-
238a land and build- ings 800
ings 6300' 8a meadow 200
39a Pasture-Pine 720 1 horse 40
25a Whitcomb and 3 cows 150
Lane lot 630 75 fowl 80' 1270 36 . 50
16a Long lot 390 Taft, Don C
16a Wilcox & Lane 110a land and buildings 3500 86.80
27
Name and Description | Valu-| Totalation
|









Stocks and bonds 2000
'Money on hand
Taft, Mrs Ruthie
Taft, Mrs Ella H G


































,:f^'a Small house 400
la land and build-
ings 1200
8a mowing land 400
3a meadow 25
3 horses 75
1 portable mill 100
Taylor, Mrs Adella























1 cow 75 33115 82.21
Taylor, Carl
102.96 1 horse 25 5.62
















Thompson, Mrs Ada 5.00
36.00 Thompson, Leslie 3.00
Thompson, Mrs Marjory 5.00
6.86 Thompson, Bert F
5.00 90a land and build-
ings 1800
94.28 1 horse 125 1925 52.74
Thompson, Mrs Berth a 5.00
6.24 Thompson, Alexander F






2 cows 120 1895 52.00



































59.56 Toole, Mrs Adelaide 1 5.00
























6a land and build-
ings 500








2 neat stock 60 2010
Twitchell, Mrs Blanche
Twitchell, Forest J
60a land and build-
ings 1500
4a Willis meadow 100

















Land and buildings 800
Underwood, Geo L
2a land and build-
ings 2800
5a Cummings land 135
































30a Hill pasture 1220
12a Spring lot 580
30a Perham lot 980
7 horses . 840
14 cows 1200
i neat stock 275
48 fowls 45
Vehicles 250





























100 fowl 100 625
Wainwright. Mrs Martha
12a land and build-
ings 750
Weeks, Mrs Myrtie E
3%a land and build-
ings 1000
1 horse 25| 1025
Welch, John
Webber. Henry C
la land and buildings 750
Webber, Mrs Mary L
Wetmore, Gus



























Name and Description |Valu-lation
'Total ft"





meadow 100 son lot 660
8a Nelson meadow 75 40a Thompson land
2a Sebastian meadow 25 and barn 2000
2 horses 200 67a Marcey & Par-
7 cows 440 sens 415
1 neat stock 55 ( 70a Fish land 350
1 portable mill 90 3085 81.51 20a Ward land 400
Wentworth, George 5.00 18a Ward (Becky
Wesley, Charles 5.00 Henry) 245
Wesley, Mrs Annie 5.00 Land and buildings 2200
Wheeler, L D 3.00 4 horses 900
Wheeler, Mrs Ruth 5.00 Vehicles 300
Wheeler, Prank E Wood and lumber 300
l%a land and buildings 1300 37.24 Money on hand 1500 9495
Wheeler, Mrs Ora 5.00 Whitcomb, Mary C
Whitcomb, Mrs Ella F 5.00 Land and 'buildings 2200
Whitcomb, Geo E Jr * Whitcomb, Addie F
Bailey place 2500 Whitcomb, Willard T
A H Whitcomb 85a land and build-
place 3800 ings 3000
Cottage at lake 3200 1 horse 125
N H Nat'l Bank 2 cows 100 3225
Stock 1000 10500 265.40 Whitcomb, Mrs Fannie
Whitcomb, Geo E White, Arthur C
Home place 6500 Land and buildings 1600
Harvey house 1000 i/ia land 50 1650
Money on hand 150 7650 189.72 White, Mrs Grace N
Whitcomb, Edna 5.00 Whittemore, Wm E
Whitcomb, Otis L Whittemore, Milan
2a land and build- Whittemore, Mrs Marie
ings 1000 Whittemore, Freeman
1 horse 125 Whittemore, Mrs C
1 cow 50 1175 34.14 Whittemore, Ansil J
Whitcomb, Mrs Nell Le 5.00 y2 2L land and buildings
Whitcomb, Oliver (2 houses) 1200
8a land and buildings 1525 37.82 1 horse 50
Whitcomb, Arthur A 1 cow 50 1300
1 horse 50 6.24 Whittemore, Mrs Delora
Whitcomb, Mrs Ida C 5.00 Whitney, Ralph
Whitcomb, Mrs Myrtle 5.00 Whitney, Mrs Ralph
Whitcomb, Cecil I Cottage at S lake 700
12a. land and build- Williams, Wm L
ings 1950 4a land 105
10a 2 pes land Williams, Mrs Fannie
34 and 35 130 Wilbur, Mrs Lucy
12a pasture 160 Land and buildings 500
15a Sprout 350 Wilbur, Clinton
2 Bldg lots 130 Cottage and land 50
Stock in trade 300 3020 79.90 Wilbur, W W
Whitcomb, Geo E & Go Land and buildings 200
95a Mason & Bennett Land and buildings
lot 2425 Marsh place 350























IT> . .. |Valu-| TotalISarae and Description lation Tax





Wilbur, Irving i 5.00 Land and build-
|
Wilbur, Mrs Ida 5.00 ings 2000
Willis, Frank C l%a meadow 25
Land and buildings 600 4 lots PGP 200
1 horse 65 665 21.49 Stock in trade 700 2925 77.54
Willis, Mrs Hazel 5.00 Woodward, Mrs Marcia N 5.00
Willis, George W Woodward, Leon A 5.00
16a land and build Woodward, Mrs Eliz. L 5.00
ings 3000 Woodward, Alfred 5.00
81a pasture and wood Woodruff, Augustus H
lot 2440 Land and buildings
j
1400 39.72
23a Banks lot 390 Woodruff, Mrs Anna A 5.00
98a Murphy lot 1925 Worcester, Mrs Alice
3 horses 150 50a 1-3 Fassett place 600
1 cow 20 1 horse 90
Stock in trade 4000 11925 295.74 1 cow 75 765 23.97
Wilmarth, T W Worcester, Elwin 5.00
a
/i land and build- Worcester, Anderson M
ings 100 3/ia land and build-
100 fowl 150 250 11.20 ings 1600
Winch, John L 13a Evans land and
147a land and build- barn 900
ings 4000 6a Kilpatrick land 50
90a Stanley lot 2425 30a Eames lot 700
8a Hardy lot 305 30a Follett pasture 200
5a J. C. Field lot 85 4a Oakman sprout 150
26% a Prentiss lot 195 19a y2 Eames Sprout 90
21iorses 250 2 horses 300
2 cows 125 3 cows 230 4220 109.66
1 neat stock 60 Worcester, Mrs Anderson 5.00
Portable mill 100 7545 187.12 Worcester, Harry
Wilcox, Allen C V2n land and build-
130a land and build- ings 600
ings 5000 V2 a land 60 660 19.37
2a Knowlton land 175 Worcester, Esther 5.00
32a Munsell lot 6051 Worcester, Clarence F
J. Fuller Land and buildings 600 17.88
Land and build- Worcester, Mrs Blanche 5.00
ings 1400 Wrisley, Mrs Jennie 1 5.00
60a White place 1460 Wrisley, Ruth 5.00
60a Snow land 720 Yardley, Herbert 1
1 horse 75 9435 238.99 V2 a, land and buildings 1501 8.72
Wilcox, Mrs Allen C 5.00 Young, Peter 5.00
Wirth, George Young, Mrs Emma
Land and buildings 1200 34.76 Ha land and buildings
\
1500| 42.20
Wirth, Mrs Alice 5.00 Young, Herbert O l
Woods, Hazen D l-3a land and buildings
|
1300|' 32.24
4a land and buildings 400 14.92 Young, Mrs Carrie
1
5.00
Woods, Mrs Marjorie 5.00 Young, Mrs Mabel
Woods, Robert 5.00 Land and buildings 700 22.36
Woodward, Benson 5.00 Young, Harold L 5.00
Woodward, Mrs Harriet 5.00 Yost, Mrs Emma
Woodward, Arthur A Pia land and bulld-
31
Name aiul Description | Valu-ation
Total















NON-RESIDENT INVOICE AND TAXES
Name and Description
|Valu- 1 Total ^- j t-v • j.- IValu- 1 Total
|ation 1 Tax ISame and Description lation Tax


















500 12.40 l%a Land on Sylvian
way 225 5.58
50 1.24 Beckwith, B H
Land and buildings at
1




25 . 62J 40a timber land 630 | 15.62
Bishop, Eleanor J
[
!/£a land at S F 100 2.48
Blake, Mrs Martha
43120- 1,069.38 25a land 355
25a pasture 1210
1100 27.28 30a Mead 500
Blake, Peter
2065 51.21
580 14.38 y2 a No. 1 lot at P G
park 75 1.86
Blodgett, Hyland
540 13.39 12a land and build-
ings 250
1 3a land 50 300 7.44
150 3.72 Boston & Maine R R
land in Westport 550
Land and storehouse
W S 1100 1650 40.92
Boundette, Alfred
1800 44.64 Lots 29-31 in P G P
Bordette
100 2.48
900 22.32 1 house and lot 250
1 lot 50 300 7.44
Bouvier, Gilbert
Lot No. 27 P G P 50 1.24
Bridge, Roy E
1145 28.40 i/ia land 75 1.86
1 Britton, Josephine
j
40a wood lot 525 13.02
1000J 24.80„Blanchard, Edward M
I
1
II 48a land and buildings
|
2200! 54.56
Adams, John B and
Jessie K








%a land and buildings
Applin, Harry E.
Boat house at S F




Bailey, E A & C H











11a Brulette pasture 140









Barton, Mrs Cora M














_ ation ! Tax \ - -
T:>z&.
L . :.: a :: 5
Land and build-
:.gs -'- i
S - s and kilns
3 horses
St : in trade :
Brov iam
Lots 7 an
Buckmi^ ster, J. W Z s t
ell land
: Mi Hugg -
land 1470
ithews land 1575
16a Gary land 3S7
35a Harper land 1 '? S -5
Billiard. Mai . > B
-::>rout land
Billiard. M E & M H
.
' a land and build I:. g -
Bullock. Lizzie L
. ; a land and buildin a -
Bnshey. Barney










19 4-5 Sprout land
Carlton. Charles E
Lots 16. 18, IS 20, 21






Land on Swanzey lake
Clinton. Edith L
Lot- 52 "PGP














15 '_ i -~ _-i / n jZ~






























11 75a Hamlet lot
30.97 Dickinson lot
25.74a D B C Hill
E Side Road
'
1 D B C Hill
W Side Road


















Cottage and 1 lot
Craig, Thomas
Lot near S 7
ss Mrs Rose
Land and Buildin gs
Barcomb place
^mnnnings, Fred J









Value of wood and lum-
ber
Dickinson, W E
Cottage at S lake 1
^ lot at S lake 15
Bemis lot S lake 125 1575
Dickinson. Ansil Sons
























Name and Description |Var-iation
Total








Cottage at Wilson pond
Dumont, Mrs Henry
Shepps lunch and lot
Eames, Geo H & Son
Value of stock in trade



















66a Sprout land and
pasture
Fields, Mrs Fred











Lot No. 93 P G P
Foley, Dennis J
Cottage at Wilson pond
Fortler, Ferdinand
Cottage at Wilson pond
Foster, Mrs Bertha E S
Hardpan lot
Fox, James D
22a Gunn place 1200
Cottage at lake 125
Gallagher, Patrick B

























Bldg lot at S lake
|
Granger, William
% a land and buildings
|
Grant, Stephen




Lot No. 81 P G P
Goodell, Fred P









4 Hanson, Mrs Clara S
Lot 87
Harlow, Robert C
75a land and build-
ings 4000
6a and cottage 600
11.78 5a meadow 100
Hart, A M
Lot 43 P G P
22. 32 Hartford, Y M C A
Land at S lake 3000
6.94 10 boats 100
Hastings,- Thomas A
3 . 47 5 lots at P G P
Hill, Mrs Nancy E




1.24 Cottage at W pond
Holmes, E H, A W & E R
19.84 30a Sprout land
Houghton, Francis J
19.84 10a Stumpage 140
8a Sprout land 140
























































20a wood land on
Worcester hill
Impervious Package Co
94y2 a. Lane & Wilcox
land 970
18a Lane and Wilcox
land ' 245
7a Carter land 100
Jones, Eunice
Lot 7 Boyea land
Jones, Mary A





1 house lot at Wilson
pond
Keene Gas & Electric Co
Elec stations and
land 3000




Cottage at W Pond
Keene Forestry Asso
55a Fletcher land 1155
10a Nursery exempt
12a land and build-
ings 1300
Keene Park Corp.
Lots in Edgewood 16, 17
18, 19, 20, 21 planted
to pine exempt
Keene Woodenware Co.
300a Field lot, Stone lot
Keene Electric By Co
Garv pasture 305
Lot No. 96 P G P 50
Eaton & Morse land 125
5a Harper land 175
O Snow land 340
Becreation Grounds
and buildings 4000
21 boats & launches 400
Kieth. Mrs C E
















08 Kennedy, Mrs Julia
Lot at Hougton place
80 &irk, Walter
XA Morse Farm and
buildings 625
3.35 2 horses 250
6 cows 330
1 neat stock 45
Lagerberg, Carl
Lot 37 P G P
Lamoureaux, Leon P
Lots 10, 11 P G P
Lane, Mrs L Mabel
Gunn place in E S
Lane, Mrs Susie
80a land and buildings
'2|Lane, Fred E
Flat Iron piece 200
48 Value of wood and
lumber 450
Mills and machinery 600
2.48 Lake, Henry E. Heirs
Lot 71 P G P
Laurent, Mrs Eugene
Cottage at Wilson pond
Lee, Thomas B
3a Gorham land
: Leland, W F
Cottage at Wilson pond
76 Lockstrom, Hilda
Lot 78 P G P
Loveland, Josephine
2 lots and cottage
Wilson pond
32.24 Loveland, Stephen Est
14 3-16a land and build-
ings Birch house
Lovely, George
Lot 64 P G P
Lapointe, Samuel
Lot 76, 84 P G P
Magnus, Budolph E
66a Whitcomb farm 3000
13a pasture 75
Marsh, Elwin J




133.80 Hewes house 450
80a Hill Top farm 3000
























xt ^ t^ . n I Valu- 1 Total II ~
~
|




46a Bliss lot 2550




30a part of Bellows pi
Messer, E L
1 horse 65
Stock in trade 5000
Morse, Victoria






Naromore, E H Est
Corlis House and
land




90a Whiteomb lot 3640
Naromore, Edgar L
123a Sabin lot
New England Box Co.
Davis-Rockwell lot 50
Holbrook lot 1000




11a H C Carter lot 200
70a Hill-Field lot 2625
34a Cobble Field
lot 2890
110a Carter Bros lot 750
50a F L Snow lot 2890
36a Stearns-Field
lot 200
30a Sndw-Field lot 210
Greenleaf farm lot 5500
65a Taft lot 3500
192a Phillips lot 2000
43a Olcott lot 2835
Holbrook lot 235
100a Robbins lot 11550
150a Wheeler-€apron
lot 2000





















15a Oakman No 1
lot 1200
15a Oakman No. 2
lot 400
Atkinson lot 100






Field's Mill land 1000
14 horses 2700
Vehicles 400




New England Dumber Co
Mary-Perry
Dand and timber 1785
Whitcomb-Eames
Land and timber 8500
Bailey and Stone
Dand and timber 7500
Blake,
land and timber 5000
Prentice,
Dand and timber 5145
Whitcom'b-Porter
land and timber 2100
Nims, Mrs M W





2y2 a, Merrick Worcester
place
Partridge, Clyde R
Cottage at W Pond
Pickett, Mrs Frances J
Dand and buildings
in W S
Pierce, Chas D Est
Dot 6 P G P
Pike & Whipple •
Dot at Wilson pond
Pitcher, Mrs Walter
Dot No. 12 P G P
Pluff, Mrs Arilia





































2 bill boards 20C 4.96 » Lot 87 P G P 5C 1.24
Ranquest, Miss Anna Sparkhawk, Wm N
Cottage at S lake 2000 49.6C> 15a wood lot at S lake 17C | 4.22
Raymond, Henry T Sprague, O Est
y2& Hale land 50 1.24 29a Read lot 146C
Read, Kate L Cottage lots W Pond 61C





PGP (exempt) 100 Sparrow, Mrs Mary E
|
Read, Ohas C Est Lot 48 P G P 50
|
1.24
Lot No. 27 at S F 50 1.24 Spencer, Hardware Co
| |
Reed, Geo M 44a wood lot near E S 610
|
15.13
Lot No. 23 P G P 50 Sprague, Miss Mary
|
Wheeloek lot and Hammond H & L 900
shed 350 Castle H & L lO'OO
50a Stone & Crossett Post-office 'block and
lot 420 820 20.34 land • 3000
Reed, Albert J QV^a, boarding house at
120a M'dntyre lot 2300 57.04 Spragueville 1800
Robbins, Mrs Maude Small house at •
Lots 3-4 P G P and V2 Spragueville 700 7400 183.52
bouse 250 6.20 Stedman, Mrs Marion
Robinson-Brett Lumber 1-6 int. in Thompson
Co place 2335 57.91
Whiteomb mowing 125 3.10 Stone, Dwight S
Robinson, Mrs Clara M 2a land and build-
3a land 80 1.98 ings 6000
Robinson & Fisher 27a Crouch and Taft
Wood lot 1735 43 . 0<3 lot 1130
Rockwell, J W & Sons Co
|
20a Bailey lot 130
60a Sprout land | 50a John Stone lot 1600 8860 219 . 73
(Eaton lot) 800| Stone, William
Sprout land Bldg. lot at S lake 50 1.24
(Davis lot) 75| Sullivan, Ada C
Wood and lumber 150| 1025 25.42 Lot 77-79 PGP 100
1
Robbins. Mrs Jennie S Lot at Wilson pond 50'j 150 3.72
Cottage at Wilson pond
|
800 19.84 Sullivan, Mrs Johanna F
Safford, S W Est Cottage at W pond | 1350| 33.48
50a pasture and wood Tacy, 1
lot 840[ 20.83 Lots 25-28 PGP 100 2.48
Safford, Mrs Myrtie A |
j
Talbot, Mrs Beatrice
Lot 56 at Spragueville | 50| 1.24 %& land and buildings
|
800 19.84
Sevigny, Mrs J M
I
Taft, Miss Carrie |
Cottage at Wilson pond
|




Lot No. 42 50 1.24 1-3 D Thompson place 4670 L15.82
Seitzinger, (Mrs Mary L Tisdale, Henry
Lot 32-72 PGP lao'j 2.48 5a Land on Keene line
j
500 12.40
Shear, Mrs A ,
| 1
rowne & Cole
House on Winchester 25a Benj. Wheeler lot
|
605 15 . 00





Lot No. 85 P G P | 50 1.24
37
Name and Description Valu-ation
Total
Tax








Lewis land in No. 7
Vigneault, Agnes
Lot No. 55
Ware, James R R
75a pasture and sprout
Weiner, Mrs Betsy
la land and buildings
(Boyea place)
West, George
2 00a pasture and sprout
Wetmore, Fred






67a Sprout and pasture
Whipple, Fred O
I lot at Wilson pond
Whitcomb, Mrs. A H





10a Snow lot 245
ll%a Trask meadow 185
II Belding lot 355
15a Goddard lot 280
60a Appleton lot 1925
57a Batchelder lot 965
35a Goodnow lot 245
25a Liberoux lot 465
55a Gary lot 495
5a Rand lot 80
63-100a Spring lot 25
Whitcomb, Carrie E
V2 J Page Whitcomb
wood lot 900
Sprout lot 25
Whitcomb, J F & F H
26a Dickinson lot 525












































3 Sprout lot 115
100a Parsons & Whit-
comb lot 4000
30a Sprout land 960 <
Whitcomb, Mildred W
2a land and buildings
White, Edwin J
Cottage at Wilson pond HOC
Wilbur, C W Est
4a meadow
Wilder, Frank M
Cottage and land 2000
Part of Morse farm 840
Bedaw farm 2100J 4940
Wilson, Arthur
y2 a, land and 'build-
ings 3000
8a land and barn 600 3600
Wood, Charles G
Lots 39, 40, 41 P G P
Wright, Helen L
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and
buildings
Wright, Henry E
18a land and 'buildings
28a Sprout land and
pine
Wright, Wilbur J Est





30-a Blake lot (East) 280
12V2 a Blake lot
(West) 175
86a Capron lot 2205
97 4-10a*Carry lot 1180
40a Davis lot 880
5a Gale lot 110
2V2 a Hutchins lot 55
78a Hills lot 1325
40-9-10a Perham lot 1650
52a Swamp lot 880
173-5-10a Whitcomb
lot 1325














LIST OF DOGS LICENSED, TOWN OF SWANZEY
M or F




Ballou, George L 1
Ballou, Frank E 1
Ballou, James M 1
Ballou, Mrs Bertha 1
Barton, Harold 1
Barrett, W E 1
Bliss Andrew 1
Bolles, Henry R 2
Bount, D J 1
Butler, John P 2
Carter, Herbert H 1
Calkins, William 1
Calkins, George 1
Carlton, Mark H 1
Caster, Fred L 1




Corey, Charles W 1
Cross, Erving G 1
Crouch, Charles 1
Curson, John B 1
Currier, E R 1
Cunningham, Morris 1
Davis, Ernest E 2
Dinagan, Stella 1
Downing, Fayette 1




Emery, Edgar C 1
Emerson, Harry 1
Faulkner, Almon 1
Fisher, Ira C 1
Fisher, Moran 1
Forsythe, Mrs Sybella 1
Foster, George H 1
Goodell, Harry W 1
Goldsmith, Nathan H 1
































































M or F M or F
Patnode, Joseph Jr 1 Smith, Elbert 1
Peltier, L A 1 Symonds, Mrs Maude 1
Peck, Mrs Mary 1 Stone, Mrs Edith 1
Perry, Harry E 2 1 Smith, Cassius 1
Perry, Stanford 1 Storey, Fred Jr 1
Poor, Walter 1 Taft, Fred W 1
Puffer, Herbert 1 Talbot, Grosvenor 1
Pyne, Ernest 1 Taylor, Royal 1
Rixford, Arthur 1 Thayer, Mrs Etta 1
Rolfe, Edward T 1 Thompson, Alexander K L
Robbins, George 2 Thrasher, C 1
Robbins, Prank 1 Twitchell, Forest J 1
Russell, George T 2 1 Twitchell, Orrison H 2
Seaver, Elmon 1 Wathzer, Tyko 1
Sealey, James 1 Whitcomb, Mrs Ella F 1
Simenoe, Walter 1 Whitcomb, Otis L 1
Shepardson, Cecil 1 Whitcom'b, Cecil J 1
Small, Edgar S 1 Whitcomb, Willard T 1
Smart, Peter 1 Whittemore, William E 1
Smith, Charles L 1 Willis, Frank C 1
Smith, James B and Myrtle 2 Worcester ,Harry 1|
40
PERMITS FOR REGISTRATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Names
& - oj>
$10.85Adams, George E 2 $1465
Avery, Charles 1 670 2.01
Aldrich, Seth L 1 510 8.67
Allen, Leon 1 210 .63
Applin, Chas L 1 2075 6.23
Aldrich, Francis H 11 795 13.52
Atwood, Herbert C Jr 1 285 .86
Ashford, James E 1 440 1.32
Brown, Henry W 1| 4585 55.02
Brown, Fred R 1J 345 1.04
Bourne, Oscar E 2| 4150 12.45
Bourne, Edgar E 1) 795 9.54
Bolles, John H 1 84&! -10.14
Bolles, H Heranon 3 2285' 6.86
Bolles, Ozro H Ij 360 1.08
Blake, Harold D 1| 1650| 4.95
Blake, Delbert R 1 1050 3.15
Blake, Ralph A 1 265 .80
Bartlett, Raymond A 2j 1530 4.59
Banks, Henry W 1 1050 3.15
Ballou, Frank J 1| 1975 5.93
Ballon, Hermon W 1 525 4.73
Blair, Mrs R E 1 450 3.83
Buffum, Oliver 1 500 1.50
Bern is, Edwin E 1 690 2.07
Bishop, Mrs Lydia 1 536 6.43
Carlton, Mark H 2 1100 10.44
Cook, Don F 1 935 2.80
Calkins, Charles I 1 835 2.50
Currier, Mrs Lena 1 650 7.80
Collier, Nelson 1 510 8.67
Clark, William J 1 1565 14 . 09
Capron, Earle W 1 1075 9.68
Carter, Mrs Mary T 1 2150 36.55
Cleveland, D M 1 510 8.67
Dunham, Albert L 2 1080 7.11
Dunham, Harry L 2 2410 29.57
Dunham, Perry E 1 1050 3.15
Dickinson, M A 1 1467 4.40
Dickerman, A W 1 785 2.35
Desmond, George 1 '550 1.65
Day, Walter E 1 575 6.90
Downing, Ethel M 1 360 1.08
Dunn, Charles E 1 490 1.47
Emerson, T George 1 675 2.03



























































































































































Middle-ton, L W 1 1050 3.15 Story, Alonzo D 1 1475 4 .43
Morse, E H 2 1485 4.46 Seaver, Lyford W 1 490 1 .47
Messer, Edward L 1 440 1.32 S'tratton, George M 1 1185 3 56
McFarland, Melvenah 1 4540 77.18 Shover, John H Jr 1 950 2 85
Nelson Manufg Co 1 3300 39.60 Stanton, Edward 1 850 2 55
Nelson, Edward A 2 3615 23.22 Short, Charles A 1 550 1 65
New England Box Co 1 1195 5.98 Streeter, Frank M 1 1130 3 39
Nash, William E 1 795 3.98, Sidorowicz, Joseph 1 1175 3 .53
Nash, Bay E 1 525 2.63 Smart, Peter Jr 1 350 53
Oakman, Frank B 1 1050 3.15 Thrasher, Cora L 1 450 1 35
Oakman, Walter F 1 750 2 . 25' Taft. Lee 1 440 1 32
Puffer, Herbert N 2 2396 26.02
|
Taft, Don C 1 7'50 2 25
Parker, George W 1 690 2.07,|Thompson, Frank L 1 950 2 85
Pickett, Forrest A 1 395 1.19 Thrasher, Philip M 1 635 3 18
Perry, Arthur 1 550 1-65, Thompson, Leslie W 1 285 86
Perry, Hermon 1 490 1.47i Talbot, Walter 1 525 4 47
Perry, Harry E 1 660 5.61' whitcomb, George E 1 3490 31 41
Plummer, Cecil R 1 390 1-17, whitcomb, George E Jr 2 5805 52 25
Plummer, Albert J 1 495 1.49, Whitcomb, George E Co 1 3300 29 70
Plummer, John H 1 380 2. 28 1 whitcomb, Willard T 3 3585 20 36
Peterson, Frank T 1 675 2.03 Whitcomb. Cecil I 2 3100 35 20
Page, Leander 1 960 2.88, Weeks, Charles R 2 1600 6 29
Patnode, Fred 1 440 1.32 Whitney, F Ralph 1 1385 4 16
Pyne, Ernest L 1 360 1
.
08 watkzer, Tyko A 1 490 1 47
Pollard, George D 1 725 G^jWilber, Weston W 1 550 1 65
Perham, Mrs F I 1 845 14.37
l(wrood, Hazen D 1 490 1 47
Quinn and Grogan 1 550 6. 60 jWorcester, Harry A 1 680 2 04
Russell, George T 3 5375 65.60, Whittemore, Mrs C C 1 735 3 68
Roscoe, Leander H 2 3725 31.43, Ward, George F 1 985 2 96
Ramsd ell, Richard R 1 835 2.511 Wilmarth, Theopholuis 2i 1291 6 38
Ramsdell, Carl R 1 600 1.80, Winch, John L 1 1050 3 15
Robbins, Patrick H Jr 1 490 1.47| Worcester, E J 1 360 1 08
Read, Samuel A 1 1095 3.29] Waight, Robert 1| 109'5 3 29
Richardson, Fred 1 490 1.47i Wetmore, Gus 1 490 1 47
Ridley, Kenneth 1 655 1.971 Wrisley, Jennie F and
Ridley, Edwin E 1 360 3.24] Ruth 1, 1445 24 56
Ranquist, Anna B 1 510 8.67, Wilcox, Allen C 1 950 11 40
Rixford, Arthur 1 945 2 . 84 Wesley, George H 1 395 1 19
Story, Celia A 1 2250 6.76 Young, Mrs Peter 1 1085 3 26
Story, Fred D 1 1550 4.65
Total vehicles, 201
Total valuation, $200,305 44
Total tax, 1,369 56
Total received from taxation, $1,369 56
Amount rendered year ending Jan. 1. 1921, 335 29
Amount for year ending Dec. 31, 1921, 1.034 27
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 31, 1922, TO JAN. 31, 1923
COMPARED WITH
ACTUAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OF THE PRE-
VIOUS YEAR JAN. 31, 1921, TO JAN. 31, 1922
SOURCES OF REVENUE
3 c rH TO p giH
s o ^ f-< .SajS"-1
+j > <d « -« >. k c3« QJ fH OJ r̂ J) g O
From state
:
Insurance tax, $11 25 $11 25
Railroad tax, 213 94 213 94
Savings bank tax. 789 47 • 789 47
Building and loan association tax, 50 50
For fighting forest fires, 11 50 750 00
For highways, 7,000 00
(a) For state aid maintenance, 317 73
(b) For trunk line maintenance, 200 00
From local sources except taxes
:
All licenses and permits except dog licenses, 16 00 32 00
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1,270 00
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(a) For state aid highway construction, 642 25
Amount raised by issue of bonds or notes, 11,000 00 11,000 00













$1,122 17 $1,200 00
803 32 800 00
24 90 250 00
33 91 200 00
184 78 185 00
956 13 1,500 00





Town officers ' salaries,
Town officers' expenses,
Election and registration expenses,
Care and supplies for town hall,





























6,510 94 7,000 00
2,910 24 3,000 00
8,874 22 8,000 00
2,113 70 2,300 00
45
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13,984 01 14,000 00Education,
Libraries, 250 00 250 00
Charities, 179 18 200 00
Patriotic purposes:
Memorial Day and other celebrations, 275 00 275 00
Recreation
:
Parks and playgrounds, 46 02 50 00
Public service enterprises
:
Cemeteries, 258 22 250 00
Interest
:
On temporary loans, 812 16 812 16
On long-term notes, 12 00
On principal of trust' funds used by town, 280 67 280 67





Town construction, 94 95
State aid construction:
Town's contribution, 7,930 30 2,569 50








Payment on principal of debt
:
(b) Long term notes, 600 00
Payments to other governmental divisions
:
State taxes, 5,998 50

















OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ending January 31, 1922
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report Avas taken from official records and is complete and cor-








Having examined the accounts of the selectmen and treas-







In hands of treasurer, $1,129 60
Accounts due to town:
Due from state
:
(a) Joint Highway accounts, unex-
t pended balances in state treasury,
(b) Bounties,
Due from county,
Other bills due town
:
(a) Cheshire County Savings Bank book,
Taxes not collected
:








Total assets, $9,510 37
Excess of liabilities over assets, (net debt), 9,239 38
Grand total, $18,749 75
NTet debt, surplus, January 31, 1921, $7,418 77
Net debt, surplus, January 31, 1922, 9,239 38
Increase, $1,820 61
Purpose for which debt was created: increase in trust
fund and extra expense on roads.
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LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by town:
Due to state on 334 polls, $668 00
Due to school districts
:
(a) Dog licenses, $359 00
(b) Insurance tax, 11 25
(c) Kailroad tax, 213 94
$584 19
State and town joint highway accounts:
(a) Unexpended balance in state treasury, 72 56
Outstanding temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes, 11,000 00
Trust funds, amount of principal used by
town, $4,625 00
Stratton library, 1,800 00
6,425 00
Total liabilities, $18,749 75








to collector, 1921, $41,819 52 '
Less uncollected, 1921, 7,787 21
1. Property taxes, current
year, actually collect-
ed, $38,941 31
2. Poll taxes, current year,
actually collected, 14
at $3.00, 42 00
3. Poll taxes, current year,
actually collected, 334
at $5.00, 1,670 00
4. Property and poll taxes,
previous years, actual-
ly collected, 5,513 29




(a) For state aid maintenance, $181 87
(b) For state aid construction, 128 95
(c) For trunk line maintenance, 4,673 05
(d) Monadnock road
r
203 34 5,187 21
6. Insurance tax, 11 25
7. Railroad tax, 213 94
51
8. Savings bank tax, 789 47
11. Fighting forest fires, 11 50
12. Bounties, 22 80 1,048 96
From county:
13. For support of poor, 9 25
From local sources except taxes
:
15. Dog licenses, 359 00
16. Business licenses and permits, 16 00
18. Rent of town hall, Whitcomb hall, 84 90 459 90
25. Permits for the registration of mo-
tor vehicles, 1,573 12
Receipts other than current revenue
:
27. Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year, 11,000 00
34. Trust funds, 875 00
Nettie E. Stone, sale of furniture, 1 00
John E. Quinn, repairs on sidewalk,
Memorial Day committee, cash returned,
Sale of cement,
Sale of town histories,
James B. Smith, wood,
Total receipts other than current revenue,
Total receipts from all sources,


















1. Town officers' salaries. $1,122 17
2. Town officers'" expenses. 803 32
3. Election and registration expenses, 24 90
5. Expenses town hall and other town
buildings. 236 89
Protection of persons and property :
6. Police department. 184 78




8. Moth extermination, white pine blis-
ter. 150 00
9. Bounties,. 17 40
Health
:
11. Health department. 74 00
12. Vital statistics. 58 55
Highways and bridges
:
Unimproved trunk line. Monadnock
road. 559 20
14. State aid maintenance. 434 83
15. Trunk line maintenance, 7.451 02
16. Town maintenance. 8.874 22
17. Street lighting and sprinkling, 2,113 70






19. Libraries, 250 00
Charities
:
20. Town poor, 179 18
21. County poor, 17 62
Patriotic purposes
:
22. Aid to G. A. R. and Memorial Day
exercises, including honor roll, 494 30
23. Old Home Day, 150 00
Recreation
:
24. Parks and playgrounds, including
band concerts, 46 02
Public service enterprises
:
27. Cemeteries, 258 22
Unclassified
:
30. Errors, abatements and discounts, 749 36
Interest
:
32. Paid on temporary loans in anticipa-
tion of taxes, 812 16
33. Paid on long term notes, 12 00
35. Paid on principal of trust funds
used by town, 280 67
Total interest payments, $1,104 83
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Outlay for new construction and permanent improvements
:
36. Highways and bridges, state aid
construction, $5,232 42
37. Highways and bridges, trunk line
construction, new bridge, 2,968 20
38. Highways and bridges, town con-
struction, new road, 94 95
40. Sidewalk construction, 174 08
Total outlay payments, $8,469 65
Indebtedness
:
44. Payments on temporary loans in an-
ticipation of taxes, • $6,000 00
45. Payments on long term notes, 600 00
Total indebtedness payments, $6,600 00
Payments to other governmental divisions
:
$2.00 on 97 polls, (bal 1920 taxes), 194 00
50. Taxes paid to state, 5,998 50
51. Taxes paid to county, 3,206 90
53. Payments to school districts, 13,984 01
Total payments to other governmental divisions, $23,383 41
Total payments for all purposes, $65,091 83
Cash on hand January 31, 1922, 1,129 60
Grand total, $66,221 43
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description Value
1. Town hall, lands and buildings, $13,000 00
Furniture and equipment, 1,500 00
2. Libraries, lands and buildings, 2,500 00
Furniture and equipment, 200 00
4. Fire department, lands and buildings, 1,100 00
Equipment, 1,900 00
5. Highway department, lands and buildings, 500 00
Equipment, 1,150 00
6. Parks, commons, and playgrounds, 3,000 00
Total, $24,850 00
APPROPRIATIONS, MARCH MEETING
Town charges, $1,500 00
Highways and bridges, 8,000 00
State aid maintenance, 200 00
State aid construction, 2,413 50
Trunk line maintenance, 2,750 00
Monadnock road, 350 00
Cement bridge, Swanzey Factory, 2,500 00
Repairs of sidewalk, Maple St., 200 00
Honor roll for soldiers, 500 00
AVhite pine blister, 150 00
Decoration Day, 125 00
Old Home week, 150 00
Care of cemeteries, 250 00
Electric lights, 2,300 00
Stratton Free library, 125 00
E. Swanzey Community House library, 125 00
Fire department, 1,500 00
Town total appropriation, $23,138 50
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TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
0. C. Whitcomb, tax collector, 1920 taxes,
L. H. Capron, services as selectman,
Walter E. Day, services as selectman,
E. E. Bourne, services as sexton,
F. D. Chichester, services as selectman,
E. H. Snow, treasurer,










Frances C. Page, work on book, . $6 00
Sentinel Printing Co., printing 600 reports, 290 00
O. M. Lane, work on 1920 report, 6 00
Sentinel Printing Co., to advertise return of inventories, 2 30
William I. Ide, work on book with adding machine, 1 25
Edson C. Eastman Co., 200 vouchers and 100 pay rolls, 4 46
L. H. Capron, use of horse, 7 00
Walter E. Day, use of horse, 30 00
Frances C. Page, copying taxes in collector's book, 16 20
Spalter's Book Store, application blank, etc., 1 39
L. H. Capron, transportation, 75
W. H. Spalter, stationery, 2 25
Spalter's Book store, tax collector's book, etc., 5 20
H. O. Wardwell, 65
Frances C. Page, copying tax book in record, 30
Charles C. Buffum, recording deed of Richardson
park to Town of Swanzey, 1 15
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Spalter's Book Store, envelopes,
E. H. Snow, treasurer, Assessors' association,
E. H. Snow, town clerk, stamps, postage, express,
telephone, miscellaneous, posting notices, draw-
ing jurors and copying record books,
Sentinel Printing Co., advertising,
W. H. Watson, town counsel,
L. H. Capron, transportation,
F. D. Chichester, transportation, stationery, tele-










L. L. Belding, ballot clerk, Oct., Nov. and March
meeting, $13 50
Alexander F. Thompson, ballot clerk, March meet-
ing, 4 50
H. C. Sleeper, ballot clerk, March 8, 1920, 4 50
Pearson Brothers, labor and pipe for railing, 2 40
$24 90
Keene Gas & Electric Co., $10 91
O. C. Whitcomb, janitor, 8 00





' _"jj__. .""-- : : t^Llt: _• Li. 11. $1:81
7 ; ::zi:>i
Masom Iimspnuramic^ Co, amsmiRmene ©m tool Mouse, |U 25
Masom Imsrainainiee C©_ addjitaoioal tax.
7 ;L1'I 1 ZPAJ.T'lffiVl
Isaae J. Baiiow, Junior 3,
17.^riy A. W©ire^tt€T3 Jial^ 3 aonid 4 " v
A J. Ijower. assistance jm. tijmwflinmg!: toody ©ff Patrick
A J- Oowttieir,, 2 tirn; - I Vwamiey' Pound assistim®: in
WSMianift H. PMDbridk, seaireBaiim^ f©r Patrick Hoiar -
bodfe- at W 7
A. 3kL Worcester, seniles Jolv 3 and 4. " '
5 El. Avery police dotty JoJhr 3 amd 1 " >.'
Lester SL Harris, polfiee doty J0J7 "•
SSeimtnimel Primitiiimg C©-„ peomats to carry ^nanDj,
Charlies Aw: sei -ri<ee$ as eonstaMej,
A J. La Fooimtam, seniees as eomstaMe, -':
ArttlaMr M. HoBbrook, services as eoimsttaMe, 1 '
F. D. CMelinester, raid at Westpoit, Polamder raid,
.:: —' 1.77 : ' r ":: : . :.:::- 1"
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Keene Gas & Electric Co., East Swanzey,
Keene Gas & Electric Co., West Swanzey,
Keene Gas & Electric Co., current for pump,
Lane Chair Factory, rent for Fire Engine House,
City of Keene, chemical truck and firemen, Peter
Jewell fire, Sylvian way,
City of Keene, fire at Sylvian way,
M. A. Dickinson, heating steamer house,
F. C. Richardson, services testing steamer,
A. M. Worcester, labor and material,
0. C. Whitcomb, care of engine house,
A. M. Worcester, oil,
F. C. Richardson, testing and repairs on steamer,
Otis Whitcomb, soda to charge chemical,
A. M. Worcester, labor, material,
Keene Gas & Electric Co., labor and material for
pump,
F. C. Richardson Dickinson, fire and testing steamer,
A. M. Worcester, work on steamer,
Nelson Mfg. Co., wood for chemical,
Lane Chair Factory, rent for engine, 1921,
F. C. Richardson, treasurer, to services, of fireman,
ending Feb. 1, 1922,
F. C. Richardson, Stratton house chimney fire,
A. M. Worcester, chimney fire and material for en-
gine house, 12. 47
Mark H. Carlton, treasurer, services for 33 men,
ending Jan. 31, 1922, 99 00
City of Keene, chimney fires, Swanzey Factory, 25 00
G. A. Talbot, treasurer, firemen's meeting, to Jan.



























Mark H. Carlton, forest fire warden, $11 00
Mark H. Carlton. Stanton land and Handy land, 16 00
$27 00
BOUNTIES
W. E. Day. $0 80
L. H. Capron. 7 60
F. D. Chichester. 9 00
$17 40
STATE FORESTRY. FOR WHITE PINE BLISTER
Appropriation. $150 00
E. H. Snow, treasurer. $150 00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Dr. A. W. Hopkins, services as health officer. $30 00
Walter E. Day. burned nuisance, 2 00
Dr. A. "W. Hopkins, vaccination and disinfecting, 40 50
F. D. Chichester, services as health officer at Bryant's, 1 50
$74 00
VITAL STATISTICS
Dr. A. W. Hopkins . birth and death's certificates, $11 75











Due town, overpaid Perry,
Received from state -






















Balance 1920, $585 87 $2,343 47 $2,929 34
Amount expended by state, $456 92




Total orders drawn by town, $2,495 59
Total orders by state, $456 92
Cash received from state, 128 95 128 95
Actual expenditures, $2,366 64 $585 87
Town's overdraft to be paid from town's share of
the 1922 S. A. C. fund, $23 17
Appropriation by town, 1921, $2,413 50
State appropriation, nothing for 1921.
Total, i $2,413 50
Total orders drawn, $2,736 83




Balance 1920, $240 35 $160 24 $400 59
Appropriation 1921, 4,125 00 2,750 00 6,875 00
Additional appropriation 2,145 59 2,145 59
$6,510 94 $2,910 24 $9,421 18
Appropriation by state, $6,510 94




Total orders drawn by town, $7,451 02
Total orders drawn by state, $1,890 66
Checks received from state, 4,620 28 4,620 28
$2,830 74 $6,510 94
Amount drawn after state settled ac-
count last year to come out of this
year's appropriation, 56 98
$2,887 72
Order to A. M. Worcester for $43.00 bill
called for $53.50, cash received, 10 50
Actual expenditures, $2,898 22
TOWN MAINTENANCE (MONADNOCK ROAD)
State Town Total
Appropriation 1921, $200 00 $350 00 $550 00
Actual expenditures, $559 20
Paid by state, 203 34
Cost to town after refund, $355 86
This leaves an overdraft on the town of $5 86
TOWN MAINTENANCE
WINTER
D. J. Bount, plowing sidewalk and snowing bridge, $22 50
A. M. Worcester, plowing sidewalk and snowing bridge, 19 75
L. H. Capron, snowing bridge January and February, 12 95
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A. G. Faulkner, snowing bridge 1920-21,
A. G. Faulkner, plowing sidewalk 1920-21,
John H. Bolles, 1 days' work,
John H. Bolles, 4% days' work, breaking, out side-
walk and snowing bridge,










John H. Bolles, road agent, 5 days,
Charles Leslie, 5 days,
Henry Brown, 13 hours,
John H. Bolles, 1 day,
John H. Bolles. 5 days.
Charles Leslie, 3 days,
Albert Lewis, 3 days,
Messer's Store, 2 spikes,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 3 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck, y2 day,
Nelson Mfg. Co., labor and team,
Arthur Cole, labor, 4 days,
Paul Travis, 2 days.
Willard "Whitcomb, 6 days,
Willard Whitcomb, 3 days, 6 hours,
Arthur Cole, 6 days,
Paul Travis, 5 days,
C. L. Lane, team and labor,
W. T. Whitcomb, 6 days,
W. T. Whitcomb. truck and driver, 4 days, 4 hours,
W. T. Whitcomb, sharpening spike,
























Frank Peterson, 5 days,
Sears, labor, 4 days, 6 hours,
Lowell, 4 days, 3 hours,
C. L. Lane, team, 5 days, 3 hours,
Nelson Mfg. Co., 4 days, 3 hours,
Charlie Teal, 3 days, 4% hours,
Leon Applin, 171 loads of gravel at 20c per load,
C. L. Lane, 40 loads of gravel at 10c per load,
Harry Goodell, team and labor,
F. Downing, 34 loads of gravel at 10c per load,














Willard Whitcomb, 4% days, $25 88
Willard Whitcomb, truck with driver, 5 % days, 77 00
Arthur Cole, 5% days, 19 25
Frank Peterson, 5 days, 17 89
H. F. Sears, 4 days, 1 hour, 14 39
Theron Yost, 5% days, 19 25
Charles Teal, 5 days, 7% hours, 20 43
C. L. Lane, team, 5% days, 38 50
Nelson Mfg Co., team, 1 day, 7 00
Forest Twitchell, team, 4 days, 28 00
C. L. Lane, team, 1 day, 6% hours, 16 00
New Road Mach. Co., 2 scraper blades, 24 00
Albert Morse, Snow bridge, 5 50
George Adams, team and labor, 12 48
Leon Applin, 180 loads of gravel at 20c per load, 36 00
John Prentiss, breaking road, 10 05
J. H. Bolles, 6 days, team, 42 00
J. H. Bolles, Y2 hour, 52
Henry Brown, team, 6 days, 42 00
Charles Leslie, 6 days, 21 00
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Clifford Rolfe. 6 days.




E. Bourne. 1 day with ream.












i I :. Whiieomb. 2 days. 4U hours. $14 33
Willard T. Whiteomb. truck with driver. 5 days. 7
honi
Arthur Cole. 6 day-.
Prank Peterson. 5 days.
H. E. St a:% s. 5 days.
TheronY:-:. r: lays,
Charles Teal. 6 day-
C. L. Lane. :eam. 6 days.
Forest Twitehell. team. 4 days. 7 hours.
American Railway Ex. Co.. scraper blade.
Leon Applin. 193 loads of gravel. 20c per load,
Harry Goodell. team. 2 days. 4^-'2 hours,
John H. Bolles. 6 days.
Charles Leslie. 6 days
Clifford Rolfe. 6 da;
Freeman Whittemore. 6 da
Henry Brown, team. 6 day-.





























W. T. Whitcomb, 6 days,
W. T. Whitcomb, truck with, driver, 3 days, 6 hours,
Tractor with driver, 3 days,
Arthur Cole, 5 days,
Frank Peterson, 4 days, 8 hours,
H. F. Sears, 4 days, 5 hours,
Theron Yost, 3 days, 4 hours,
Wallace Teal, 4 days
?
C. L. Lane, team, 2 days,
Forest Twitchell, 5 days,
Walter Day, labor, team and gravel,
Frank Ballou/ labor,
John H. Bolles, 5 days,
John H. Bolles, 2 hours,
Charles Leslie, 5 days,
Freeman Whittemore, 5 days,
Lee Holbrook, 4 days,
Clifford Rolfe, 5 days,


























W. T. Whitcomb, 2 days, $11 50
W. T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 3 days, 4% hours, 49 00
W. T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 1 day, 18 00
Arthur Cole, 3 days, 4% hours, 12 25
Frank Peterson, 3 days, 4% hours, 10 50
H. F. Sears, 3 days, 9 00
Theron Yost, 2 days, 4% hours, 7 50
Wallace Teal, 3 days, 4% hours, 10 50
Forest Twitchell, 3 days, 4% hours, team, 24 50
Harry Goodell, 3 days, 4% hours, team, 24 50
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Kingsbury, 3 days, 4% hours,
Ruel Travis,
John H. Bolles, 4 days, 4% hours,
Henry Brown, 4 days, 4% hours, team,
Lee Holbrook, 4 days,
Freeman Whittemore, 4 days, 4% hours,
Charles Leslie, 4 days, 4% hours,
Clifford Rolfe, 2 days, 4% hours,
John H. Bolles, 8 hours,
Roscoe, 4 days, 4% hours,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 6 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 5 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 3 days,
Arthur Cole, 5 days, .
Frank Peterson, 4 days,
H. F. Sears, 4 days,
Theron Yost, 2 days,
Wallace Teal, 4 days,
Ed. Kingsbury, 5 days,
Forrest Twitchell, 4 days, team,
Harry Goodell, 5 days, team,
John Prentiss, team,
H. F. Sears, transportation,
John H. Bolles, 5 days, 4% hours,
Henry Brown, 5 days, team,
Clifford Rolfe, 5 days,
Charles Leslie, 5 days,
Lee Holbrook, 3 days,
L. H. Roscoe, 3 days,
Freeman Whittemore, 3 days,





































W. T. Whitcomb, road agent, 3 days, 4% hours, $20 13
W. T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 4 days, 5 hours, 63 80
W. T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 2 days, 7 hours, 50 00
Arthur Cole, 1 day, 6 hours, 5 84
Frank Peterson, 5 days, 7 hours, 17 38
H. F. Sears, 5 days, 15 00
Theron Yost, 3 days, 4% hours, 10 53
Wallace Teal, 6 days, 18 00
Ed. Kingsbury, 6 days, 18 00
Forest Twitch ell, 5 days with team, 35 00
Harry Goodell, 6 days with team, 42 00
Elmer Symonds, 1 day, 3 00
Leon Applin, 273 loads of gravel at 20c per load, 54 60
Joseph I. Cuvette, truck and labor, 196 50
John H. Bolles, road agent, 6 days work with team, 42 00
Henry Brown, 5% days work with team, 38 50
Charles Leslie, 5 days' work, 18 00
Lee Holbrook, 5 days' work, 18 00
L. H. Roscoe, 5 days' work, 18 00
Freeman Whittemore, 5 days' work, 18 00
Clifford Rolfe, 5y2 days' work, 16 50
John Bolles, 1 day, 3 00
Fred Brown, gravel, 6 00
E. Bourne, gravel, 1 80
Messer's Store, spikes, 30
J. H. Bolles, sharpening tools, 100 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, road agent, 6 days' work, 34 50
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 4 days, 56 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 3 days, 54 00
Arthur Cole, 4% days, 15 76
Frank Peterson, 4 days, 12 00
H. F. Sears, 4 days, 12 00
Theron Yost, 1 day, 3 00
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Elmer Symonds, 3 days,
Forrest Twitchell, with team, 2 days,
George Willis, potato fork,
Ruel Travis, work on drag,
H. F. Sears, transportation,
John H. Bolles, road agent with team,
John H. Bolles, 1 day,
Charles Leslie, 4% days,
Clifford Rolfe, 4 days,
New England Box Co., 3 days, team,
W. J. Sparhawk, 2 days, 8 hours,
MAY
John H. Bolles, road agent, 6 days with team,
N. E. Box Co., 6 days with team,
Charles Leslie, 6 days,
Clifford Rolfe, 6 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, road agent, 5 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck with driver, 4% days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 2% days,
Arthur Cole, 6 days,
Frank Peterson, 5% days,
H. F. Sears, transportation,
H. F. Sears, 4 days,
Theron Yost, 3 days,
Forrest Twitchell, with team, 6 days,
Harry Goodell, with team, 1 day,
Elmer Symonds, 5 days,
John Prentiss, team and labor,
Joseph Guyette, drawing bridge lumber,
Keene Woodenware Co., plank and stringers for
bridge,

































Henry James, 7 loads hardpan, 1 05
$549 34
JUNE
Willard T. Whitcomb, 5 days' work, $28 75
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 3 days, 5
hours, 49 80
Willard T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 3 days, 4
hours, 62 00
Arthur Cole, 4 days, 6V2 hours, 16 54
Frank Peterson, 4 days, 4% hours, 13 52
H. F. Sears, 3 days, 4% hours, transportation, $3.00, 13 52
Theron Yost, 2 days, 6 00
Forrest Twitchell, team, 2 days, 4% hours, 17 51
Elmer Symonds, 3 days, 4% hours, 10 52
Harry Goodell, team, 4 days, 28 00
Carrol Goodell, 3 days' work, 9 00
John Prentiss, 3 days, 4% hours, 24 51
William Ward, 109 loads gravel at 10c per load, 10 90
John Bolles, 5 days with team, 35 00
New England Box Co., 4 days, 3 hours with team, 30 34
Clifford Rolfe, 4 days, 3 hours, 13 00
Charles Leslie, 4 days, 3 hours, 13 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, road agent, 3 days, 17 25
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 2 days, 6
hours, 37 33
Willard T. Whitcomb, tractor and driver, 2 days, 6
hours, 48 00
Arthur Cole, 5 days, 17 50
Frank Peterson, 4 days, 12 00
H. F. Sears, 4 days, 12 00
Theron Yost, 4 days, 3 hours, 13 00
Forrest Twitchell, 4 days with team, 28 00
Elmer Symonds, 5 days, 15 00
/2
C. L. Lane, bridge plank and sleepers, 275 28
Spencer Hardware, drain tile and supplies, 137 29
E. A. Nelson. 92 loads gravel at 20c, 18 20
Leon Applin, 55 loads gravel at 20c, 11 00
Harold Goodell, 1 day with team, 10 00
John Bolles, 5 days with team. 35 00
Charles Leslie, 5 days, 15 00
Clifford Rolfe, 4 days. 12 00
New England Box Co., with team, 21 00
John H. Bolles. 6 days with team, 42 00
Charles Leslie, 6 days, 18 00
Clifford Rolfe, 5 days. 15 00
F. Smith, gravel, 30
Willard T. Whitcomb, 1 day, 5 75
"Willard T. "WTiitcomb, truck and driver, 5 days, 70 00
Frank Peterson, 5 days, 15 00
Theron Yost, 5 days, 15 00
Elmer Symonds, 5 days, 15 00
Forrest Twitchell. 2 days with team, 14 00
John F. Ballou, team and gravel, for March, April
and May, 132 75
$1,459 56
JUNE
Willafd T. Whitcomb, 4 days' work, $23 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 5 days,
Frank Peterson, 5 days,
H. F. Sears, 4 days.
Theron Yost, 5 days,
Elmer Symonds, 3 days,
Forrest Twitchell, team, 2 days, 4^ hours,
Arthur Cole. 5 days,
Isabelle Prentiss, 153 loads of gravel at 20c,











Charles Leslie, 5% days,
New England Box Co., 3 days,
J. Patnode, 1% days,
A. Blondette, 3 days,
Henry Leonard, 1% days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 3 days,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 5% days,
Frank Peterson, 2 days,
H. F. Sears, 5 days,
Theron Yost, 5V2 days,
Elmer Symonds, 5 days,
Arthur Cole, 4 days,
John H. Bolles, 6 days,
Charles Leslie, 6 days,
New England Box Co., 5 days with team,
A. Blondette, 5 days,
George Robbins, 5 days,
E. Bourne, gravel,
John H. Bolles, 5 days,
Charles Leslie, 3 days, 2% hours,
A. M. Worcester, oil,

























Willard T. Whitcomb, 3 days, $17 25
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 2 days,
,
28 00
Elmer Symonds, 3 days, 9 00
Theron Yost, 3 days, 9 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, 3 days' work, 17 25
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 1 day, 8 hours, 26 48
Elmer Symonds, 2 days, 6 00
Theron Yost, 2 days, 6 00
Ruel B. Travis, work on drag, , 3 00
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W. T. Whitcomb, bolts and stock for drag,
Robertson & Bennett, cutting off beams,
Spencer Hardware Co., drain pipe, etc.,
John H. Bolles, 5% days' work,
Charles Leslie, 5 days' work,
John H. Bolles, 5 days' work,
Charles Leslie, 4 days' work,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 5 days' work,
AA
T
illard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 5 days, 4%
hours,
Elmer Symonds, 4 days,
Theron Yost, 5 days, 4% hours,
Sement Solvay Co., chloride,
George Robbins. 2 days,
Harry Goodell, labor and team,
John H. Bolles, 1 day, 4% hours' work,
F. Hubbard, 2 days, 8 hours' work,
AUGUST
Willard T. Whitcomb, 1% days' work,
F. D. Chichester, man and horse,
Spencer Hardware Co., drain pipe, etc.,
Knowlton Stone, shovels, etc.,
John F. Ballon, team,
John H. Ballou, 4 days' work,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 3 days, 4% hours,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 2 days, 7
hours,
J. M. Ballou, work on sluice,
William J. Evans, digging ditch,
Forrest Twitchell, team, 2% days,
Ruel B. Travis, work on bridge, 1 day,
































John H. Bolles, 3 days' work,
Willard T. Whitcomb, 2 days' work,
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 4 days,
Theron Yost, 3 days,








Willard T. Whitcomb, 4 days, $23 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 5 days, 70 00
Theron Yost, 3 days, 9 00
Forrest Twitchell, team, 1 day, 7 hours, 12 46
Taylor, 100 loads of gravel at 20c per load, 20 00
George Foster, horse and labor, 6 20
John H. Bolles, 3 days, 3 hours, 21 50
John H. Bolles, tools, 2 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, 5 days, 128 75
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 4% days, 63 00
Theron Yost, 4 days, 12 00
H. F. Seaver, 4 days, 12 00
Ruel B. Travis, 4% hours, 1 75
William Ward, 99 loads gravel at 10c per load, 9 90
Nelson Mfg. Co., labor and material, - 10 20
Willar4 T. Whitcomb, 3 days, 17 25
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 2 days, 4%
hours, 35 00
Theron Yost, 1 day, 6% hours, 5 21
H. F. Sears, 2 days, 6 00
Ruel B. Travis, 1 day, 3 50
C. L. Lane, plank, 104 20
W. T. Whitcomb, sharpening drills, 75
John H. Bolles, 4 days' work, 28 00
Willard T. Whitcomb, 5 days' work, 28 75
Willard T. Whitcomb, truck and driver, 3 days, 42 00
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Theron Yost, 4 days,
Ruel B. Travis, 1 day,
Forest Twitchell, team, 2 days, iy2 hours,
John Prentiss, team,








Willard Whitcomb, 2 days,
Willard Whitcomb, truck, 1 day, 414 hours,
Ruel B. Travis, 2 days, 6 hours,
Harold Barton, 8 hours.
Forest Twitchell, team, 4 days, 4% hours,
C. L. Lane, bridge plank and lumber,
George L. Underwood, dragging road and work on
bridge,
Willard T. Whitcomb, y2 day,
Willard Whitcomb, truck, 1 hour,
Ruel B. Travis, V2 day,
Ed. Hale, y2 day,
Gus Wetmore, team and labor,
William Ward, 3 loads gravel at 10c per load,
Leon Applin, 12 load gravel at 20c per load,
$665 04
Forrest Twitchell, team, 3y2 days, $24 50
John F. Ballou, Aug. and Sept., 45 hours, Oct. 42
hours,
North East Metal Culvert Co.
;
Spencer Hardware Co., drain pipe and nails,
John H. Bolles, 5 hours' work,






















Clifton Goodell, 3 loads gravel at 10c per load,
Emima Stone, 135 loads gravel at 15c per load,
Nelson Mfg. Co., clearing road after storm,
John F. Ballou, team and labor, 17 hours,
J. M. Ballou, labor and supplies,
F. F. Downing, 7 loads gravel at 10c per load,
W. T. Whitcomb, stationery,
JANUARY
W. T. Whitcomb, road agent, y2 day,
John Prentiss, team and labor,
Herman Perry, team and labor,
Lyle Capron, team and labor, 4 days,
C. L. Lane, rolling road, 2 teams, 2 half days,
Frank Underwood, breaking road,

















During the year .we carted on the roads 1,340 loads at
20 cents per load ; 405 loads at 15 cents per load ; 320 loads at
10 cents per load. Total 2,065.
Grand total for summer, $8,769 12
STREET LIGHTING
Keene Gas & Electric Co., lights for West Swanzey, $943 54
Keene Gas & Electric Co., lights for West-port, 240 12
Keene Gas & Electric Co., lights for East Swanzey, 310 00
Keene Gas & Electric Co., lights for Swanzey Center, 360 00





F. D. Chichester, paid freight on tar,
Keene Artificial Stone Co..
F. D. Chichester, labor and material.








NEW ROAD. CROUCH HILL ROAD TO TRUNK LINE.
WINCHESTER STREET
John H. Bolles, 7V2 days ' work and team.
Herman Barlow, 7% days' work,
Herman Barlow. 53 loads of gravel,






NEW CEMENT BRIDGE AT SWANZEY FACTORY ON
MONADNOCK ROAD
Appropriation. $2,500 00
Amount expended. $2,968 20
PUBLIC WATER TUB
Walter E. Day, for 1919-1920.








William I. Ide, printing signs for highway,
L. H. Capron, making signs,
0. C. Whitcomb, lumber,
W. E. Day, putting up guide board,
W. E. Day, work on culvert,
F. D. Chichester, freight on Salva,
John Prentiss, work on road,
New England Box Co., plank,
Nelson Mfg. Co., cutting brush on highway between
E. A. Nelson's and Clifford Goodell,
E. H. Snow, treasurer, land damage to George Whitney
L. H. Capron, work on sidewalk,
John H. Bolles, bridge timber,
A. M. Worcester, snowing bridge,
B. L. Emery, material and labor,
D. M. Cleveland, labor and material, making signs
and putting them up,


























Edwin A. Hill, aid to Sheperson family, $5 04
80
Jennie B. Powers, attending Bessie Knight, 5 00
Dr. A. W. Hopkins, treatment and taking Bessie
Knight to Concord,
Dr. C. S. Walker, examining Alice Pine,
James Glendon, putting up 24 tramps,
Mrs. M. Dinigan, aid to Bessie Knight,
A. A. Woodward, aid to Cecil Shepardson,









L. H. Capron, aid to Julius Putnam, $14 50

























HONOR ROLL FOR SOLDIERS OF LATE WAR
Appropriation, $500 00
T. F. McGan & Sons Co., $367 00
Nelson Mfg. Co., express on memorial
tablet, 2 30
Amount expended, $.369 30
Balance, $130 70
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Jrs treasury, money from 1920,
,
$136 60
E. H. Snow, treasurer, paid A. A. Thompson, work




















Received from stand, $10 00
Made up by committee to balance, 3 25
$163 25




H. C. Sleeper, work in cemetery, $33 00
E. E. Smith, work in cemetery, 42 50
John Durham, work in cemetery, 15 00
C. R. Weeks, posts for cemetery fence, 14 50
H C. Sleeper, work in cemetery, 16 20
G. H. Bundy, work in cemetery, 7 00
H R. Chamberlain, work in cemetery, 3 50
H. L. Sleeper, work in cemetery, 20 40
Nelson Mfg. Co., work and material in
cemeteries 12 14
Pearson Bros., pump for cemetery, 7 60
II. S. Sleeper, work in cemetery, 66 90
H S. Sleeper, work in cemetery, 4 80
0. C. Whitcomb, work in cemetery, 2 13
Nelson Mfg. Co., work in cemetery, 11 75




O. C. WHITCOMB, COLLECTOR
Errors, abatements and discounts on 1920 tax, $749 36
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INTEREST
E. H. Snow, treasurer, interest on $1,800.00 note,
Mrs. Jennie Snow, interest on $600.00 note,
E. H. Snow, treasurer, interest on notes,
E. H. Snow, treasurer, interest on $1,800.00 note,
E. H. Snow, treasurer, interest on $3,000.00 note,
H. W. Brown, trustee, interest on trust funds,










Julia E. Snow, treasurer.
To 1920 dog license, $308 22
To 1920 railroad tax, 222 34
To town appropriation of district debt, 1,000 00
To town appropriation, interest district debt, 75 00
To town appropriation $5.00 per $1,000.00 on town
valuation, 6,000 00
To payment of amount required by law on 283
pupils at $2.00 each, 566 00
To town appropriation for one room teacher at
Swanzey Center, 1,200 00
To town appropriation 2 fire escapes at Cutler school, 250 00
To town appropriation for flags and appurtenances, 25 00
To town appropriation salaries district officers, 300 00
To town appropriation high school and academy
tuitions, 1,500 00
To balance of town appropriation $5.00 per $1,000.00




E. H. Snow, treasurer, payment of note, $3,000 00
E. H. Snow, treasurer, payment of note, $3,000 00
$6,000 00
LONG TERM NOTES
Mrs. Jennie Snow, $600 00
COUNTY TAX
E. H. Snow, treasurer, $3,206 90
STATE TAX
E. H. Snow, treasurer, $5,998 50
POLL TAXES PAID TO STATE
$2.00 on 97 polls of 1920 taxes, $194 00
l
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REPORT OF WHITCOMB HALL COMMITTEE
For Year Ending Feb. 1, 1922






















































Aldrich, George B., poll tax, $5 00
Bedaw, Joseph, overtax error, 12 00
Brown, John, gone, poll, 5 00
Buffum, Ervin, paid in Keene, poll, 5 00
Champlain, George, gone, poll, 5 00
Faulkner, Almon G., error, 20 00
Farr, Leslie G., paid in Keene, 3 00
Furbush, Charles H., error, over 70 years, 5 00
Goodnow, Mrs. Hattie, abatement, 19 20
Glodskie, Joe, paid in Winchester, 5 00
Green Mineral Paste, error, . 18 60
Hill, John C, could not find, 5 00
Hill, Alonzo, could not find, 3 00
Kirby, John J., paid in Pittsfield, 5 00
LaFountain, Albert, gone to Peterboro, 3 00
Mclntyre, William, overtax, 7 20
Miller, William, gone to Schenectady, 5 40
Myers, John A., over 70 years, 5 00
Patnode, Joseph, paid in Harrisville, 5 00
Powers, William, gone, 5 00
Ramsdell, Mrs. Hattie R., abatement, 36 00
Ramsdell, John, gone, 5 00
Ramsdell, Est. of Chas. G., abatement, 14 40
Shover, John, over 70 years, 5 00
Shover, William, in jail, 5 00
Smith, Karl, gone, 5 00
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Smith, George W., paid in Winchester,
Spiller, Edwin C, gone,
Stanton, William, gone,
Stone, Harry R., gone from East Swanzey,
Thompson, Leslie, not 21,
Thurber, Fred, pays poll tax in Keene,
Vose, Herbert, gone ont of state,
Whitcomb, Geo. E. & Co., error,
Wicks, gone, could not find,
Wilbur, W. W., Jr., always been in Troy,
Derosier, Paul, gone,
Desmond, Fred, gone to Keene,
Gilson, Thomas, pays in Mass.,
Read, Guy, gone,
Swan, Albert, gone,
Trombley, Guy, down in Gardner,
NON-RESIDENTS
Barlow, Chas. R., could not find,
Blake, Peter, error, had no tax,
Damon, Marcus V., don't own anything,
Eames, George H., sold land to Chet Lane,
Fay, Charles, dead, land taxed to somebody else,
Pierce, Est of Chas. D., don't own anything,
Pike & Whipple, don't own anything,




























TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS

















"C *<3'V n *> M «S cS
Oh fflfc ' £;* a ffl,c
Harriet Lawrence, $200 $26 94 $8 00 $5 50 $29 44
Manning Hunt, 100 6 00 4 00 1 90 8 10
Maria Lawrence, 100 9 91 4 00 2 50 11 41
Ella A. Ware, 50 2 98 2 00 3 00 1 98
Helen Doolittle, 100 6 81 4 00 3 00 7 81
George I. Cutler, 100 3 25 4 00 4 00 3 25
George 0. Capron, 100 2 75 4 00 3 00 3 75
John F. Stratton, 200 15 56 8 00 6 75 16 81
Martha J. Bailey, 100 2 80 4 00 2 50 4 30
Emma Hammond, 50 2 25 2 00 2 00 2 25
Capt. Peter Holbrook, 150 11 86 6 00 1 90 15 96
Clark B. Holbrook, 150 6 31 6 00 1 40 10 91
Susan A. Black, 50 2 86 2 00 4 86
Susan A. Black, 50 1 21 2 00 3 21
George L. Page, 100 60 4 00 2 75 1 85
George L. Page, 50 04 2 00 2 70 66*
Chiron Holbrook, 100 75* 4 00 1 40 1 85
A. A. Ware, 300 8 25 12 00 6 60 13 55
A. A. Woodbury, 100 4 30 4 00 4 75 3 55
John Holbrook, 200 15 03 8 00 7 80 15 23
George H. Allen, 100 7 61 4 00 2 15 9 46
Albert Barber, 100 40 4 00 3 10 1 30
Clark B. Holbrook 2d, 200 14 40 8 00 2 85 19 55
William Knight, 100 2 50 4 00 1 40 5 10
Albert G. Read, 200 16 98 8 00 6 55 18 43
Jessie Murphy, 100 4 20 4 00
'
3 45 4 75
Mellen B. Holbrook, 300 61 55 12 00 26 45 47 10
George W. Richardson, 100 3 00 4 00 2 50 4 50
Asa Healev, 100 4 Ou 1 75 2 25
Mary E. Hill, 100 4 00 2 70 1 30
Solon Snow, 100 4 00 4 00
Josiah Parsons, 75 3 00 3 00
Mary A. Crouch, 100 3 33 3 33
Giles and Fannie Taft, 100 2 83 2 83
Fernando P. Hinds, 100 2 50 2 50
Herbert Taft, 100 2 00 2 00
Nettie Stone, 200 3 34 3 34
Nettie Stone, 100 1 67 1 67
Nettie Stone, 6,235. IS> 19 13 19 13
$10,860.12 $239.60 $191.80 $116.35 $315.05
"Amounts Overdrawn.
90
Having examined the accounts of the Trustees of Swanzey
Trust Funds I do hereby certify that I find them correctly
cast and properly vouched.




Balance on hand, $5 51
Town appropriation, 125 00
Interest on note Sept. 14, 1921, 108 00
EXPENDED 1921
Electric light bills, $9 90
Charles E. Fisher, wood, 8 00
Walter T. Nims, printing slips, 5 85
West Swanzey Box Co., wood, 3 00
Arthur E. Womrath, books, 15 17
Moore-Cottrell Agencies, magazines, 16 95
Geo. Barries Sons, book, 6 00
Edgar E. Bourne, wood, 12 00
Library Book House, books, 37 68
Anna L. Holbrook, librarian, 45 00
EXPENDED 1922
Electric light bills, $0 90
Library Book House, books, 12 92
William I. Ide, janitor, 26 00
$238 51
92
William I. Ide, labor and repairs,




Balance in treasury, $2 39
EDWARD H. SNOW,
Treasurer.
Circulation of books in 1921 by months, as follows : Jan-
uary, 481 ; February, 447 ; March, 475 ; April, 477 ; May, 299
;
June, 260; July, 439; August, 358; September, 223; October,
351; November, 449; December, 525. Total taken out through
the year 4,784. Average per week, 92. The largest number
taken out in one week was Nov. 19, 136, and 135, Dec. 3rd. The
smallest number was 48 on June 11th.
ANNA L. HOLBROOK,
Librarian.








SWANZEY COMMUNITY HOUSE LIBRARY
Town appropriation,
Fines paid to librarian,
Paid for new books,
Library Bureau for cards,
Book cases,
Express on book cases,
Repairing books,
Nellie E. Ballou, librarian,
$130 69
Balance, $3 41
Circulation of books in 1921, 1,650.














Report of 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922
April Invoice $1,059,346.00 $1,384-, 877.00 $1,544,534.00 $1,609,703.00 $1,690,220.00
Tax Rate 1.95 2.20 2.20 2.40 2.48
Receipts 44,133.19 46,313.01 52,621.53 54,093.05 66,221.43
Disbursements
:
Town officers 1,087.96 1,593.48 1,446.01 1,990.75 1,824.99
Election expense 6.00 186.00 10.00 351.36 24.90
Auto permits 60.30 100.50
Police 55.04 36.75 42.50 9O.OO 184.78
Health department 21.00 49.67 66.75 37.10 74.00
Vital statistics 28.10 33.50 54.00 59.55 58.55
Support countv poor... 192.33 186.73 61.00 9.25 17.62
Support town'poor 161.67 264.30 17.50 3.00 179.18
Support of schools 6,600,88 9,372.34 10,386.26 13 149.36 13,984.01
Supplies for schools 205.89 447.18
Repairs school property 422.72 441.66
Tuition of scholars 1.582.77 2,085.66
Highways and bridges 3,494.60 2,206.21 3,598.84 8,366.00 8,874.22
Gen. Exp. highways.... 317.43 295.28 231.72 597.73 558.16
Public water 12.00 12.00
Lighting streets 2,068.53 2,080 72 2,094.95 2,100.36 2,113.70
Expense fire dept 857.94 1,047.15 1,467.57 1,521.58 956.13
Forest fires 64.16 44.90 27.00
Care of cemeteries 230.83 252.35 211.59 201.61 258.22
Well at new cemetery!. 120.87
Damage by dogs 90.00
Decoration fund 90.43 110.75 121.93 132.86 122.64
Old Home week 37.89 66.37 75.00 100.00 150.00
Stratton library 100.00 100.00 100.00 125.00 125.00
East Swanzev librarv.. 125.00 125.00
Richardson park 56.00 82.26 24.91 150.00 46.02
Expense trunk line 4,043.30
Repairs trunk line 2,660.46 2,656.40 f6,294.44 2,575.59 10,978.42
State aid road 4,494.21 5,232.42
Rps. state aid maint'ne 859.17 408.47 892.90 471.97 434.83
Bounty on hedgehogs.. 14.20 12.20 14.20 22.80 17.40
Pine Blister [zey 150.00 200.00 200.00 150.00
Addition fire sta Swan- 325.19
Red Cross fund 3,300.00
Abatement, discounts.. 508.99 347.52 224.38 749.36






Tool house W.Swanzey 350.57 40.21 11.25 11.25 15.00
Repairs W. S. bridge.... 356.26 1,100.00
New Town hall ' 117.01 302.07 63.74 170.98 33.91
"Whitcomb hall net exp. *31.24 39.74 38.22 *187.98 187.98
Miscellaneous 202.05
Notes and interest paid 10,800.63 8,171.83 9,835.74 10,664.02 7,704.82
State tax 2,269.50 2,136.00 6,006.00 5,325.00 6,192.50
County tax 3,237.78 3,237.78 3,374.16 3,374.16 3,206.90
Total disbursements.... 42,904.91 46,370.83 51,786.55 53,351.00 65,091.83
Town debt 6,147.40 11,054.52 6,390.03 7,418.77 9,239.38
Trust funds 5,000.00 5,250.00 5,250.00 5,250.00 6.425.00
Debt excl. trust funds.. 1,147.40 5,804.52 1,140.03 2,168.77 2,814.00








Estimate of $5.00 per $1,000, equal-
ized inventory, $8,537 54'
Balance necessary to run schools,
Per capita tax, ($2.00 on each pupil), $566 00
Payment on debt, 500 00
Interest on debt, amount necessary,
High school tuition, 2,500 00
Officers' salaries, 300 00
Statutory recommendation to selectmen
for assessment for high school
tuitions, $2,500 00
CUTLER SCHOOL—GADES VII AND VIII.
< Teacher, Cora I. McKellips.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 26
Average daily attendance, 19
Per cent of attendance, 96
Cases of tardiness, 16
Roll of Honor: Vernor E. Eastman, 1, 2; Victor F. Pat-
node, 1, 2, 3 ; Walter J. Pierson, 1, 2, 3 ; Bernard J. Quinn, 1, 2
;
Daisy S. Eastman, 1, 3 ; Gladys I. Higgins, 1, 2, 3 ; Vera C. Tay-
lor, 1, 2, 3 ; Florence P. Hildreth, 2, 3 ; Charles Hanna, 3 ; David
Whittemore, 3 • Hazel Borst, 3.
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CUTLER SCHOOL—V AND VI
Teacher, Marjory L. Oakman.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 25
Average daily attendance, 24
Per cent of attendance, 96
Number of cases of tardiness, 9
Roll of Honor: Philip Bliss, 1, 2; Edward Calkins, 1, 3
Virginia Ide, 1, 3 ; Fred Lewis, 1, 3 ; Raymond Nash, 1, 2, 3
Lelia Rolf, 1 ; Charles Taylor, 1, 2, 3 ; William Thompson, 1, 3
Mary Anste»y, 2, 3 ; Jesse Bolles, 2 ; Ernest La Fountain, 3.
CUTLER SCHOOL—III AND IV.
Teacher, Dorothy F. Emery.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, . 20
Average daily attendance, 18
Per cent of attendance, 95
Cases of tardiness, 18
Roll of Honor : Shirley Blondette, 1 ; Walter Castor, 1
;
Mahlon L. Dupee, 1, 2, 3 ; Flora I. Ide, 1, 2, 3 ; Frederick J. Laf-
forcl, 1, 3; Alfred Nallet, 1, 2, 3; Charles Robbins, 1, 2, 3;
Helen I. Robinson, 1 ; Margaret I. Robinson, 2 ; Ralph Bolles, 2
Madge Pickett, 3.
CUTLER SCHOOL—GRADES I AND II.
Teacher, Gertrude J. Landin.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 32
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Average daily attendance, 23
Per cent of attendance, 93
Cases of tardiness, 10
Roll of Honor : Josephine Harris, 1, 2, 3 ; Anita Ide, 1, 2,
3 ; Alma Nallette, 1, 2, 3 ; Francis Stone, 1, 2, 3 ; Marion Stone,
1, 3 ; Vena Taylor, 1, 3 ; Elizabeth Robbins, 1, 3 ; James Leslie,
2, 3; Dorothy Patnode, 2, 3; Edward Puffer, 2, 3; Waldo
Thrasher, 2, 3 ; Stanton Read, 3.
SWANZEY FACTORY, NO. 1—GRADES V-VIII.
Teacher, Alice D. Mathews.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 20
Average daity attendance, 15
Per cent of attendance, 88
Cases of tardiness, 134
Roll of Honor: William S. Black, 1; Richard Handy, 1;
Lucille Underwood, 1, 2; Ethel J. Whitten, 1.
SWANZEY FACTORY, NO. 1—GRADES I-IV.
Teacher, Grace L. Ward.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 26
Average daily attendance, 18
Per cent of attendance, 90
Cases of tardiness, 41
Roll of Honor : Roger Hunt, 1 ; John Mathews, 1 ; Frances
Domina, 2, 3 ; Robert Domina, 2, 3.
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WESTPORT SCHOOL, NO. 7
Teacher, Mrs. B. A. Nelson.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 21
Average daily attendance, 17
Per cent of attendance, 95
Cases of tardiness, 43
Roll of Honor : Leland Plummer, 1, 2, 3 ; Edwin Grover, 2,
3; Emily Bryant, 3; Mabel Phillips, 3.
EAST SWANZEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Teacher, Mary E. Coll.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 15
Average daily attendance, 13
Per cent of attendance, 93
Cases of tardiness,
Roll of Honor : Arline Goodell, 1, 2 ; Carl Lane, 1, 2, 3
;
Alois Wood, 1 ; Elizabeth Woodard, 1 ; Ruth Blackmore, 2
Pauline Marsh, 2, 3; Merle Ballou, 3.
EAST SWANZEY PRIMARY SCHOOL
Teacher, Helena A. Coll.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 28
Average daily attendance, 23
Per cent of attendance, 95
Cases of tardiness, 36
Roll of (Honor Arthur R. Cole, 1, 2, 3 ; Clara A. Cole, 1, 2,
3 ; Evelyn B. Cole, 1, 2, 3 ; Allesandro Columbo, 1 ; Howard
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Lane, 1, 3 ; Mildred Lane, 1, 2, 3 ; Philip L. Woodard, 1, 2 ; Leon
A. Woodard, 1, 2; Lydia M. Green, 2; Walter E. Castor, 3
;




Teacher, Myrtle B. Whitcomb.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 36
Average daily attendance, 25
Per cent of attendance, 91
Cases of tardiness, 62
Roll of Honor: May Dunham, 1, 2; Lester Fassett, 1, 2;
Morris Forsythe, 1 ; Eleanor Small, 2.
DISTRICT NO. 9
Teacher, Florence Christian.
Number of weeks in year, 36
Number of pupils registered, 14
Average daily attendance, 11
Per cent of attendance, 92
Cases of tardiness, 18
Roll of Honor: Dorothy Ballou, 1, 3; William Ballou. 1;
Clovis Twitchell, 1, 2, 3 ; Elzo Twitchell, 1, 3 ; Erdine Twitch-
ell, 3.
The following table gives the statistics of attendance for
the school year ending August 31, 1921.
Number of different pupils enrolled, 263
Number under 5 years of age, 1
Number between 5 and 8, 72
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Number between 8 and 14, 153
Number between 14 and 16, 13
Number over 16. • 1
Average membership, 218
Average daily attendance. 206
Per cent of attendance, 93
REMARKS
The schools throughout the district have been very satis-
factory in most respects. The salaries of the teachers were
raised as necessary, so that capable teachers were retained or
others hired to fill the vacancies. Grades I-IV at Swanzey
Center have been accommodated in the library building. The
enrollment at the library and at No. 5 has been from 18 to 20
pupils in each school, and the same conditions will probably
make the extra room necessary for next year.
The expenses for the year seem large but they have been
in reality about the same as usual. The deficit was caused by
the method which the state used in giving the State Aid. The
towns are now divided into 3 classes, based upon current ex-
penditures per $1,000, of equalized valuation in the towns.
From 166 towns, 117 fall in Class A and are allotted regular
distribution amounting to 95% of the entire sum to be given
for aid. Swanzey is graded as the 126th town and thus falls
with twenty-three others in group C. This group receives the
remaining 5%. Our budget was cut down $1,500 by the
State Board, and although our approved claims were $4,505.59,
our percentage allowance was only $2,634.18. Therefore we
have suggested that the town should raise the money to make







To the School Board and citizens of.Swanzey:
I hereby respectfully submit my first annual report as
Superintendent of Schools.
My first care on taking charge of the Swanzey schools in
September was to ascertain as accurately as possible how the
schools ranked in actual accomplishment of the work that
schools are supposed to do ; in other words, to find out how the
schools of this district compared, grade for grade, with schools
in general throughout the country.
Up to within a few years practically all school systems
have been run in a more or less haphazard fashion, with no
means of knowing definitely whether or not they were really
accomplishing what they should in the way of pupil instruc-
tion. It has been customary to build schoolhouses, equip them
with furniture, books, and other supplies, hire teachers more
or less properly qualified to teach, run the schools so many
months per year, and then take for granted that the schools
were functioning properly in the way of teaching the children
the things they ought to know and developing in them the
mental attitudes and habits of action requisite to social effi-
ciency and good citizenship.
All too often this confidence has been misplaced. But un-
til recently there seamed to be no way of checking up the work
of the schools as we can measure the output of a factor}^.
Neither was there any way of comparing directly the work
done in one school system with that, done in other school sys-
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terns. This was due primarily to varying standards of grading
among teachers and superintendents. Each teacher and each
superintendent had his individual ideas on the subject and
the standards of their particular teachers or supervisors were
the ones which the schools of any particular locality were ex-
pected to achieve. Hence it came about that the schools
in neighboring communities, and even within the same com-
munity, would vary greatly in efficiency due to lack of stan-
dardization of subject matter and grades. An eighth grade in
one school might not be so far advanced in their studies as the
sixth grade in another school, simply because there were no
definite standards of accomplishment for any grade other than
those of individual teachers and superintendents.
As a consequence, a community imight easily become mis-
led into the belief that it had excellent schools when in real-
ity its schools were much below par as compared with those
in other towns. Only when parents moved to other places and
their children had to be put back a \grade or two did they
awake to the realization that there is a vast difference in the
efficiency of schools in different communities even when one
community spends as much or more on its schools as the oth-
ers. Sometimes the town that is spending the most money on
their schools is getting the least in the way of educational re-
sults.
But conditions have changed greatly in this respect dur-
ing the past few years. It is no longer necessary to guess at
what the schools are accomplishing, or how they compare with
schools in other parts of the state or country. There is no
longer any reason why any community cannot know just how
its schools rank in comparison with schools in general in this
country. We now have instruments with which we can mea-
sure the accomplishment of pupils from year to year, not in
accordance with the judgment of particular teachers of super-
intendents, but in accordance with what the pupils in thou-
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sands of other schools have done. We can tell which schools
are doing more and better work per year just as we can tell
which of several factories are turning out the most pairs of
high grade shoes or the most yards of fine cloth in a given
time. Furthermore, we have definite standards of achieve-
ment for each grade in each school subject and can measure
with a fair degree of accuracy, just how far any class or any
individual pupil is behind or ahead of the grade standards.
The efficiency of the teacher can be measured by the amount and
quality of work she accomplishes, as indicated by the progress
of her pupils, just as the efficiency of the woodchopper can be
estimated by the number of cords of wood he can cut in a
given time. »
The instruments by means of which all these desirable
things can be accomplished are standardized tests in the var-
ious school subjects. We know what hundreds of thousands
of other children in many different schools have done with
these same tests and we simply compare the work of the chil-
dren in our schools with that of these other children. These
instruments from the comparative measurement of classroom
products are not yet perfected but, even so, they are by far
the fairest and most accurate means yet' found with which to
measure learning and the efficiency of instruction. Early in
the fall a survey of the schools of this district was made by
means of standardized tests in order to ascertain the condi-
tions existing at the beginning of the school year. In the first
three grades the work was found to be up to standard. The
five upper grades averaged about a year below standard in
knowledge and skill in their respective subjects as compared,
grade for grade, with elementary schools throughout the coun-
try.
These conditions were due for the most part, probably, to
the lack of definite grade objectives on the part of both teach-
ers and pupils and to the serious lack of textbooks and other
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teaching equipment. The lack of objectives, that is, the lack
of definite standards of accomplishment for each grade is a
condition that exists in most school systems wherein no pro-
visions are made for measuring comparatively the products of
the classroom.
There was a great lack of textbooks in all the schools.
Many classes had no more than half enough books to go around
even in the most fundamental subjects. There were not even
enough arithmetics, grammars and geographies, and there were
practically no spelling books at all. Neither were there any
reading books for grades above the third, and not nearly
enough for the lower grades. The histories were sadly out of
date. This was also true of civics and physiology and hygiene
tests. Because of lack of necessary books the pupils were
greatly handicapped in trying to study, and teachers had to
spend much valuable time in putting lessons on the blackboard
instead of helping and instructing the children.
The lack of needed textbooks has been largely remedied.
The conditions necessitated a much larger expenditure of text-
books than the district is accustomed to laying out in any one
year. In considering this fact it should be remembered, (1),
that the need for such expenditure was brought about by the
failure to spend reasonably large amounts for textbooks in
years past; (2), that the books were absolutely necessary if
the schools were to accomplish results consistent with the
amount of money already being spent on them, and if the
time of the teachers and pupils was to be used to good advan-
tages
; (3), that, when the schools are once equipped with ne-
cessary textbooks, it will be five or six years at least, before
further extensive purchases need be made. Not only do books
wear out, but in this age of rapid progress, they get out of
date and should be replaced every five or six years in any
school system that pretends to be progressive, and to give the
children the best educational advantages it can afford. In
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this connection, however, I may state that the purchases made
this year were not to replace old books that might have been
made to serve a while longer. Except in the case of some old
histories and civics and geographies, they were for books that
were needed and were entirely lacking. The needs of the
schools in this respect are not yet fully met. It would take four
or five hundred dollars more to properly equip them with
texts needed to carry out the state program of studies. We also
need a special appropriation for maps and globes. Geography
cannot be taught efficiently without them. Yet they are either
entirely lacking or so out of date as to be practically useless,
in many of the classrooms.
It is too early in the year to do more than prophesy in re-
gard to the results of measures taken to remedy the condi-
tions revealed by the survey made in September. The mid-
year tests have just been completed and the pupils' scores
tabulated. The graph records show on the average much more
than normal progress for the first half-year, particularly in the
schools where the teachers were quick to see the advantages
offered by the standardized tests and to study the results of
the tests with a view to making their work more effective. If
anywhere near equal progress is made during the last half of
the year, not only will a normal year's work be accomplished,
but, in most schools, a large percentage of the arrears will be
made up. Present indications are that the majority of chil-
dren in all the schools will be found nearly or quite up to
grade standards by the end of the year. The results in most
schools are even better than I had hoped for. The tests are
proving a mighty motivating influence in the work of teachers
and pupils in schools where they are being used with interest
and understanding.
It is my plan to give the tests in all schools three times
a year. The September tests are to find out how the schools
stand at the beginning of the school year. The midvear tests
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are to find out how the pupils are progressing in their school
work and where there is failure to make proper progress so
that there weak points can be given special attention for the
last half of the year. In June the tests are given again for
promotion purposes. In this way we can keep track of how
the pupils are progressing in their studies as compared with
the pupils of other school systems, and see wherein and to what
extent the schools are succeeding or failing in their purpose.
Permanent records are kept of the progress of every pupil by
means of recording the results of the tests on ..graph cards,
one of which for each child in the district is kept on file in the
superintendent's office.
These cards show at a glance each child's standing in his
or her studies at the beginning, at the middle, and at the end
of the school year. Each teacher has copies of these cards for
the pupils of her particular school.
The purpose of the whole scheme is to eliminate haphazard
guesswork in the conduct of the communities most important
and most expensive business, and to substitute therefor scien-
tific accuracy in measurg the efficiency of that business so that
everybody concerned may know just how the schools stand in
point of efficiency at any time ; that is, how they stand in re-
gard to value received by the district for every dollar expended
in comparison with the schools of other communities.
My own time and energy has been directed almost entire-
ly so far in trying to get the schools up to national standards
and in getting into operation a system of administration that
will keep them there. It is only with the interested help of
the teachers that superior results have been and can be accom-
plished, for after all, the teacher makes- the school. 'The district
can furnish the buildings and equipment, and the superinten-
dent can plan and guide and help, yet, if the teacher falls down
on her end of the job, failure is bound to result. Hence the need
of wide-awake, progressive teachers, with broad views of their
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duties to the community and to the children whose future wel-
fare is placed in their care.
The superintendent has asked imuch of the teachers during
the past few months. He has asked for special effort, for ex-
tra work, and for intelligent cooperation in much that was new
to them in the way of plans and methods. In most cases the
things he has asked for have been given cheerfully and effec-
tively. This spirit of cooperation and progressiveness is ap-
preciated.
In concluding I want to express my appreciation and
thanks to the members of the school board for their interest in
my work and their help in meeting the difficulties of the situa-
tion as I found it. I request their continued cooperation and
that of the citizens of Swanzey in my plans to make the schools
of this district the very best that can be had for the money.







From state, equalization fund,
From state, 1919 railroad tax.
From state, high school tuition rebate,
From town, 1919 dog license money,
From town, appropriation for school No. 5,
From town, appropriation for officers,
From town, appropriation for tuitions,
From town, per capita tax to state treasurer,
From town, by law on town valuation,
From town, flags and appurtenances,
Tuition from town of Richmond,
Cutler school, for school book,
Benjamin Bowen, y2 on wire for fence,

















SALARIES OF DISTRICT OFFICERS
Arthur W. Hopkins, salary, school board,
Henry W. Brown, salary, school board,





Julia E. Snow, treasurer,
Fayette F. Downing, clerk,
Arthur W. Hopkins, moderator,







Per capita tax., to state for superintendent, $566 00
Calvin S. Anderson, excess salary, 50 00
$616 00
TRUANT OFFICERS AND SCHOOL CENSUS
Oliver C. Whitcomb, services, $13 50
Walter F. Oakman, services, 9 00
W. H. Spalter, enumeration cards, 2 80
$25 30
EXPENSE OF ADMINISTRATION
Edson C. Eastman, supplies,
George O. Smith, supplies,
Julia E. Snow, treasurer's book,
Julia E. Snow, postage and supplies,










Cora I. McKellipSj teaching,





Grace L. Ward, teaching.





















Edward E. Babb £ Co.. books.
Scott Foresman & Co.. books.
Benjamin H. Sanborn Co.. books.
Tke Arlo Publishing Co.. books.
Silver Burdette Co.. books.
Lyons & Carnahan. books.
Ginn £ Co.. books.
D. Appleton & Co.. books.
Standard Book Co.. books,












American Book Co., books,
World Book Co., books,
Little, Brown & Co., books,
J. L. Hammett Co., books,
SCHOLARS' SUPPLIES
Milton Bradley Co., supplies,
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies,
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, supplies,
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies,
George 0. Smith, supplies,
L. W. Gerrish, supplies,
Rijan & Buker, supplies,
Denoyer-Geppent Co., supplies,
C. J. Newell, supplies,
Tiffin's Business Inst., supplies,
Henry M. Berwick, supplies, '
Funk & Wagnalls Co., supplies,
The A. N. Palmer Co., supplies,
J. B. Leppincott Co., supplies,
































Mertie E. Weeks, janitor,
Mrs. Louis Murray, janitor,





A. L. Morse, janitor,
Mrs. Leon Ellor, cleaning,
Isabel Prentice, cleaning,
Mrs. Milan Whittemore, cleaning,
Mrs. Rilla Thompson, cleaning,



















Quinn & Grogan, coal,
Charles R. Weeks, wood,
Homestead Woolen Mills, wood,
Walter Hale, wood,
Chester Lane, wood,
James M. Ballon, wood,
Nelson Mfg. Co., wood,
West Swanzey Box Co., wood,


















WATER, LIGHT AND JANITOR SUPPLIES
E. L. Messer, supplies,
G. H. Tilden Co., supplies,
Sadie Carlton, supplies,
Zina G. Taft, supplies,
Mark H. Carlton, supplies,
A. A. Woodward, supplies,
Mertie E. Weeks, supplies,
Mrs. A. M. Holbrook, supplies,
W. S. Jefts, supplies,












MINOR REPAIRS AND EXPENSES
Nims Plumbing Co., repairs, , $20 56
Spencer Hardware Co., repairs, 52 06
Charles Robinson, repairs, 15 86
Alfred Anstey, repairs, 56 45
M. O. Spaulding, repairs, 4 76
O. C. Whitcomb, repairs, 45 45
Bert L. Emery, repairs, 5 50
Pearson Bros., repairs, 9 75
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George D. Pollard, repairs,
P. E. Dunham, repairs,
James M. Ballou, repairs,
George H. Bundy, repairs,
Lewis R. Cass, repairs,
Charles R. Weeks, repairs,
A. J. Plummer, repairs.
Frank F. Stearns, repairs,
Jean P. Howes, repairs,
Geo. A. Seaver, repairs,
L. H. Roscoe, repairs,
W. 0. Durland, repairs,
A. C. Clark Co., repairs,
New England Box Co., repairs,
Xeil Robbins, repairs,
A. W. Hopkins, repairs,
W. P. Chamberlain Co., repairs,
E. A. Nelson, repairs,
Homestead Woolen Mills, repairs.























A. TV. Hopkins, services, $150 00
TRANSPORTATION OF PUPILS
Albert L. Morse, services, $645 40
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HIGH SCHOOL AND ACADEMY TUITION
Alice Kempton, 3 terms,
Albert Pierson, 3 terms,
Irving Thrasher, 3 terms,
Mabel Woods, 3 te wio-s.
Eleanor Grogan, 3 terms,
Leonard Holbrook, 3 terms,
Eloise LaFountain, 3 terms,
Helen Sarsfield, 3 terms,
Claire Currier, 3 terms,
Leon Emery, 3 terms,
Daniel Grogan, 3 terms,
Kenneth Grogan, 3 terms,
Bessie Jeffray, 3 terms,
Mary Louzon, 3 terms,
Kenneth Maxfield, 3 terms,
William Poor, 3 terms,
Anna Whittemore, 3 terms,
Althea Bolles, 3 termSj
Winston Emery, 3 terms,
Eileen Grogan, 3 terms,
Faith Hopkins, 3 terms,
Jeantte Normandy, 3 terms,
Theodore Rhodes, 3 terms,
Flossie Rolfe, 3 terms,
Pauline Harris, 3 terms
Evelyn Hewes, 3 terms,
Grace Sebastian, 3 terms,
Florence Ulnderwod, 3 terms,
Verna Davis, 3 terms,
Lillian Plummer, 3 terms,
































Gertrude Holbrook at Kimball Union Academy.
Margaret Nash at Kimball Union Academv,
OTHER SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
Alfred Anstey, repairs,
Homestead Woolen Mill, repairs,
Oliver C. Whitcomb, repairs,
Charles Robinson, repairs,
H. E. Carter, repairs,
ALTERATION OF OLD BUILDINGS
Robinson-Brett Lumber Co., repairs,
George D. Pollard, repairs,
W. W. Wilber, repairs,




Richard R. Ramsdell, repairs,
Charles R. Weeks, repairs,




















PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON DEBT
Cheshire County Savings Bank, interest, $125 00
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RECAPITULATION
Salaries of district officers,
Superintendents' salaries,








Water, lights and janitor supplies,
Minor repairs and expenses,
Medical inspection,
Transportation of pupils,
High school and academy tuitions,
Other special activities,
Alteration of old buildings,



























To Cheshire County Savings Bank, amount due by
notes, July 1, 1921, $2,500 00
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RECAPITULATION
Sept. 1, 1921 to Jan. 31, 1922
RECEIPTS
From state, 1920 railroad tax,
From state, per capita tax,
From town. 1920 dog license money,
From town, appropriation on debt,
From town, appropriation, interest on debt,
From town, by law on valuation,
From town, appropriation, tuitions,
From town, one room, school at Center,
From town, salaries district officers,
From town, 2 fire escapes, Cutler school.
From town, flags and appurtenances,
Tuition from toAvn of Chesterfield,


















Superintendent's salary, $732 67
Truant officers and census, 13 75
Expense of administration, 123 95
Teachers' salaries, 5,174 25
Text books, 61 01
Scholars' supplies, 31 86
Flags and appurtenances, 4 00
Other expense of administration, 123 66




Water and janitor supplies, 24 67
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Minor repairs and expenses,
Medical inspection,
Transportation of pupils,
High school and academy tuitions,
Other special activities,
Lands and new buildings,
Alterations of old buildings,
New equipment,
Payment on principal of debt,
Payment of interest on debt,
Total amount received,
Total amount expended,


















Having examined the foregoing accounts, I hereby certify
that I find them correctly cast and the payments correspond





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey, in the County
of Cheshire, in said state, qualified to vote in town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House in
said Swanzey on Tuesday the 14th day of March* next, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary officers for the following
year ; to elect one Selectman for term of three years.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions for the same.
3. To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen
to employ three road agents instead of one as heretofore.
4. To see if the town will vote to raise money to secure
State Aid on its highways or take any action thereon.
5. ' To see if the Town will vote to raise $2,569.50, and
state to give $642.25, total $3,211.75 for State Aid construc-
tion.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise $750, and state to
give $750, total, $1,500, for State Aid maintenance.
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7. To see if the town will vote to raise $3,000 and state
to give $7,000, total $10,000, for Trnnk Line maintenance.
8. To see if the town will vote to accept the provisions
of Chapter 117, Laws of 1917, on a section of the Monadnock
Road, so called, and appropriate or set aside from the amount
raised for highway work the sum of $500.
9. To see if the town will vote to erect two electric
lights on the Monadnock Road, so called, near the Keene line.
10. To see if the town will vote to put a tile drain on
Maple St., from Homestead Ave. to the Ashuelot River in West
Swanzey and raise money therefor.
11. To see if the town will vote to repair and paint the
railings in East Swanzey and raise the sum of $100 for the
same.
12. To see if the town will vote to raise $400, the state
to give $100, for the control of the White Pine Blister Rust.
13. To see if the town will vote to raise money to deco-
rate the soldiers' graves.
14. To see if the town will vote to raise money for Old
Home Week.
15. To see if the town will vote to raise money for the
care of cemeteries.
16. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
for electric lights.
17. To see if the town will vote to raise $150 for the
support of the Stratton Free Library.
18. To see if the town will vote to raise $150 for the
support of East Swanzey Community House Free Library.
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19. To see how much money the town will vote to raise
for the maintenance of the Fire department.
20. To see how much the town will vote toward paying
the town debt.
21. To see if the town will vote to give a discount on all
taxes paid before August first,
22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the select-
men to accept such trust funds as may be offered.
23. To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen
to have prepared for printing a supplement to the Swanzey
history, raise money for the same, or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the town will vote to exempt taxes on any
new dwelling houses erected in the town^ for the term of three
years.
25. To see if the town will vote to raise money to build
a tile drain on Christian Hill or take Any action thereon.
26. To see if the town will vote to instruct the select-












Swanzey, N. H., Feb. 27, 1922.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the school district in the town of
Swanzey, qualified to vote in district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said
district on the 14th day of March, 1922, at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon, to act upon the following; subjects :
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors; Commit-
tees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in rela-
tion to any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To see how much money the District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the ensuing year.
8. To see how much money the district will raise and
appropriate for the payment of district officers for the ensuing
year.
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9. To see how much money the district will raise and
appropriate for payment on the district debt.
10. To see if the district will raise and appropriate three
thousand ($2,000.00) dollars, for the payment of deficit to
July 1st next, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropri-
ate four hundred ($400.00) dollars, to install new heaters at
Xo. 1 School House.
12. To see if the district will vote to alter any of the
recommendations of the School Board as to amounts of money
to be assessed for the support of schools and the payment of
statutory obligations.














In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed June
session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1889, requiring
'
' clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of the record
of births, marriages and deaths to the municipal officers for
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A List of those Dying Elsewhere Whose Remains were
Brought to Swanzey for Burial
Date of
Place of Death






Feb. 5 Westmoreland Charles Patridge 68
Feb. 13 Keene Lavonia M. Bartlett 74 10 24
June 7 Lowell, Ms. Ida I. Taft 68 8 23
June 23 Keene M&rjorie Kelson Thompson 21 4. 1
Julv 21 Liberty, N. Y. Ren a S. Howard 47 7 10
Aug. 22 Suffield, Conn. Vivian R. Quinn 16 1 8
Oct. 25 Worcester, Ms. Samuel W Griffith 87 11 12
Nov. 26 Chicago, 111. Emma E. Jackson 80 7
Dec. 15 Keene Warren B. Starkey 68 2 7
1918
Sept. 12 Killed in service. Billy France
1921
Aug. 5 Body received for burial. Forrest A. Thompson 31 o 25
I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of births,








Errors and Abatements 87
Financial Report 47
Invoice and Taxes, Resident 5
Invoice and Taxes, Non-Resident 31
List of Dogs Licensed 38
Permits for Registration of Motor Vehicles 40
Selectmen, Report of 91
School Board, Report of 95
School Superintendent, Report of 101
School Treasurer, Report of 108
School Warrant' 123
Stratton Free Library, Report of 91





Whitcomb Hall Committee, Report of 85



